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EDITORIAL
DEAR READERS,
In addition to the fact that
Montenegro has become a member of the OSCE, the United Nations and the Partnership for Peace in a very short period after revival of its statehood on 21 May
2006, it has also got membership
into the most important international financial institutions - European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development EBRD as of 3
June 2006, International Monetary Fund and World Bank as of 18
January 2007, which is by all means, the outcome of the stabile
macroeconomic policy and an important precondition for accelerating of the total economic development.
Reforms of the budget system
were continued in 2006, so that in
Law on Budget of the Republic of
Montenegro for 2007, there has
been introduced a Capital Budget
as an integrated part of the annual
Law on budget and it was presented for the first time separately
from the current budget. Program-
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me budget has been enlarged and
implemented at 17 budget users.
The aim of policy of public expenditure in 2006 was predominantly
funding of the obligations based
on the state debt, rationalisation
of the public expenditure and efficient tax payment, while high level of the current revenues and
budget surplus enabled payment
of all obligations from previous
years. Economic policy of the Government of the Republic of Montenegro as well as aims established by the Economic Reforms
Agenda are directed towards further increase of GNP (gross national product), employment, creating conditions for foreign investments and public expenditure decrease in GNP.
General data on GNP, estimated GNP value and average annual
rates also indicate stabile trend of
economic growth in period from
the year 2003.
The existing tax laws got chan-
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Ministry of Finance

ged in 2006, while some tax laws
were passed, and that way all the
key aims in the tax policy sphere
in 2006 were accomplished, and
they were oriented, above all, towards adjustment of our tax legislation to the International standards and EU directives, as well as
realization of the Economic Reforms Agenda orientation in
terms of tax obligations decrease,
especially regarding employees'
salaries.
In addition to the Work Programme for 2006 and regulations
that followed Economic Reforms
Agenda, there were also realized
and published many projects contributing general public information on overall activities of the Ministry of Finance and also some
working performance segments,
as are: quarter Bulletins, which
include capital reports - on public
debt, macro-fiscal situation and
trends, actual changes of legislation, principal projects and actual

information on preparation and
regulation of Montenegro membership in international financial
institutions.
We published Guide through
the Tax Law of Montenegro - electronic edition, in which a legislation review is given, with appropriate annotations for simpler understanding of some tax models
basic characteristics, and the expanded edition of the Tax Guide
will be published in February
2007, which will include series of
changes that took place in 2006.
First edition of the Annual Report is a review of the key activities
within all sectors in 2006, and at
the same time it's a result of the team work of the Ministry of Finance
employees. We believe that the
content will draw attention of the
professional and general public.

Editor
Ana Miljanić
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Budget of the Republic of
Montenegro for 2007

Slobodanka
Popović

Ivana Vuletić

A

t the Session held on 27 December 2006, the Parliament
of the Republic of Montenegro adopted the 2007 Budget Law
("Official Gazette of RM" 81/06). The
Law determines the Budget revenues
to the amount of 616,86 mil.eur ,
which are distributed as follows: Current Budget to the amount of 582,95
mil.eur and Capital Budget to the
amount of 33,91 mil.eur.
As compared with the previous
year, planned 2007 Budget is increased by 16,06%. Such increase in Budget was mostly influenced by the
change of state status of the Republic
of Montenegro and takeover of tasks
and liabilities which were delegated to
the former State Union level. In addition to this, new laws governing salaries and other earnings of state officials, MPs, employees and civil servants
led to significant increase in gross earnings and other earnings in 2007. Introduction of Capital Budget contributed to increase in capital budget expenditures, mainly due to introduction of project loans which have not
been disclosed so far in the Republic
Budget Law.
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1. MACROECONOMIC
FRAMEWORK AND
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
Economic policy of the Government of the Republic of Montenegro
and objectives set under the Economic
Reform Agenda are aimed at further
increase in GDP; increase in employment in real sector and reduction of
number of employees in public sector;
improvement of balance of payments;
creation of stabile macroeconomic framework and conditions for foreign investments; reduction of public expenditure share in GDP; affirmation of private ownership and entrepreneurship
economy in real sector. The economic
policy and objectives set under the
Economic Reform Agenda were starting point for preparation of the 2007
Budget, influencing allocation of
funds per public spending sectors. Basic fiscal policy parameters were adjusted to the frameworks and objectives
agreed with the IMF, World Bank and
harmonized with the EU Directives.
Projections of the public spending

in 2007 were based on data about the
trends in GDP and trends in public expenditure in the period from 2001 to
2006. Public expenditure policy in
2007 was based on projections of fiscal potentials of Montenegro and macroeconomic trends determined under the Economic Reform Agenda.

Data about the trends in GDP were
taken from analysis prepared by the
IMF, EU and the Ministry of Finance.
According to the data, GDP and average annual rates show a stabile trend of
economic growth in the period from
2003. These projections indicate that
nominal growth rate will be 8,22%. For
2007, growth rate was projected to be
9,56 %, and GDP- 2.004,mil.eur.
Projected GDP for 2006 was to the
greatest extent influenced by the level
of public expenditure, including trends
in revenues in the previous period with
their monthly execution per year.
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Projected public expenditure in
2007 is based on economic policy objectives for 2007, which include increase in employment; company restructuring and privatization; reduction of
poverty and real growth of living standards. Main goals of public expenditures include increase in budgetary
revenues; more rational spending of
the Government and HIF Budget
and more intensive reforms in the
field of judiciary, education and public administration.
Upon second consolidation, relative share of projected public expen-

ditures in GDP will amount 42,85 %
of GDP in the following year. The reason for increase in public expenditure share is introduction of capital
budget and takeover of international
and other liabilities from the former
State Union level. In 2007, capital budget will be implemented to the amount of 33.91mil.eur, which is earmarked for infrastructure projects and
disclosed separately from the current
budget. With its exclusion, public expenditure share in GDP will be reduced to 41,16%.
Consolidated Budget expenditures

were projected to the amount of
578,26 mil.eur, which accounts for
28,86 % of projected GDP. Expenditures of the Pension and Disability Insurance Fund (Fund PIO) amount 200,71

mil.eur, out of which 136,38mil.eur is
related to source revenues of the Fund
PIO, while 64,34 mil.eur is related to
transfers from the Republic Budget.
Expenditures of the Health Insurance
Fund (HIF) are projected to the amount of 115,92 mil.eur or 5,78 % of GDP,
which will be ensured from: health care contributions to the amount of
80,59 mil.eur; transfers from the Republic Budget to the amount of 6,88
mil.eur; and transfers from the Fund
PIO to the amount of 27mil.eur. Fund
PIO expenditures are planned to the
amount of 19,21 mil.eur and will be ensured from current revenues to the
amount of 12, 64 mil.eur and from the
Republic Budget transfers to the amount of 6,57 mil.eur. Local self-government expenditures are projected to
amount 93,7 mil.eur, out of which
1,98 mil will be provided from the Republic Budget transfers.
Public revenues for 2007 are projected to the amount of 909,10 mil.eur
and are higher by 10,44% as compared with projections for 2006. Increase in projected source revenues in
2007 is a result of positive trends in
collection of VAT, international trade
and transaction tax, charges, fees and
other revenues. The largest part of revenues will be ensured from taxes to
the amount of 576,49 mil.eur, contributions - 222,89 mil.eur, fees - 31,72
mil.eur, charges - 46,35 mil.eur and
other revenues to the amount of
29,96 mil.eur. However, income from
taxes shows significantly faster dynamics of growth than income from
contributions, fees, charges and other
revenues.
Projected public expenditure
surplus in 2007 is 12,07mil.eur, which
accounts for 0.60% of projected GDP.
In the surplus structure, Budget surplus is 10,73 mil.eur, while municipality
surplus amounts 1,34 mil.eur. These
projections exclude possible additional use of the privatization receipts
for investments in infrastructure.

Charges
Insurance

Other revenues

Fees
Taxes

2. REVENUES OF THE
REPUBLIC BUDGET
FOR 2007
Projections of the Republic Budget
Revenues for 2007 have been based on:
revenues which were realized in previous years and in the first nine months
of 2006; projected increase in GDP;
increase in retail prices; and projected
fiscal impact of new regulations to be
applicable in 2007.
Based on the above parameters,
current Budget revenues in 2007 (excluding privatization receipts, donations, loans and credits) are projected to amount 583,49 mil. eur, which
is by 19,55 % higher than planned in
2006. Projected increase in current
Budget revenues is based on positive
trends in collection of VAT, International Trade and Transactions Tax,
charges and other revenues. Net negative fiscal impact of implementation of proportional rate of 15% on
personal income tax in 2007 will
amount 3,8 mil.eur. Such projected
budget revenues for 2007 will influence budget expenditures, which
will have a positive effect on increase in GPD, increase in employment
in real sector and which will be used

1 Konsolidovanu potrošnju budžeta Republike čine ukupni izdaci umanjeni za izdatke po osnovu otplate dugova rezidentima, nerezidentima, neizmirenih
obaveza iz predhodnih godina i stare devizne štednje.
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result of increase in import of goods.

for servicing legal and contracted liabilities.
2007 Budget revenues are projected
to the amount of 616,86 eur as follows:
current revenues to the amount of
583,48 mil.eur; receipts from the sale of
property to the amount of 11,39 mil.eur;
receipts from credit repayment to the
amount of 5.07mil.eur; donations to the
amount of 0.60mil.eur and loans and
credits to the amount of 15,87 mil.eur.
Current revenues are provided from
the taxes to the amount of 528.48mil.eur;
fees- 20.12 mil.eur; charges- 18,64
mil.eur; other revenues - 16,02 mil.eur.
Projected surplus amounts 10,73 mil.eur
and will be used for debt repayment and
capital budget financing.

2.1 Taxes

Excises are planned to the amount
of 79,35 mil.eur, which is slightly higher than planned for 2006. It is a result

of lower collection in 2006 due to implementation of 9% tax rate and calculated tax advances of the taxpayers.
Property Tax or capital transfer
tax is planned to the amount of 5,93
mil. eur, which is by 2,41 times higher
than planned for 2006. Planned
increase was based on positive trend
in collection of property tax during
2006. Income from property tax co-

Projections of the Republic Budget
taxes for 2007 have been based on: revenues which were realized in previous years; projected nominal growth of
GDP by about 9,5%; increase in retail
prices; and projected fiscal impact of
new regulations to be applicable in
2007.
Personal Income Tax in 2007 is
planned to the amount of 66,12 mil.
eur, which is by 6,05 % lower than
planned for 2006. Projected reduction
of the personal income tax is a result

International trade and transac tion tax is planned to the amount of
60,66 mil.eur., or by 46,0% higher than
planned in 2006. The increase in 2007
plan is a result of significantly higher
collection of customs duty in 2006 as
a result of significant increase in import of goods (import was increased

llection is used for general purposes
and is divided between the Republic
Budget (50%) and municipal budgets
(50%).
VAT is planned to the amount of
297,14 mil. eur, which is by 36,27 %
higher than planned for 2006. The
plan was based on positive trend in
VAT collection from 2004. Increase in
VAT collection during 2006 is mainly

of implementation of proportional
tax rate to the amount of 15%.

of lower collection of the tax in 2006.

by 30% for the first five months 2006,
as compared with the same period last
year). Based on planned trends in foreign trade in 2007, stabilization of
achieved level of import and export is
expected.
Other republic taxes are planned
to the amount of 4,48 mil.eur, which
is by 34,13 % higher than planned for
2006 as a result of positive trends in
collection of these revenues in 2006.
2.2 Fees

Corporate Income Tax is planned
to the amount of 15,03 mil. eur, which
is by 6,30 % lower than planned for
2006. Projected reduction is a result
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Planned collection of income
from fees in 2007 amounts 20,12 mil.
eur, which is by 90,71% higher than
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for 4,02mil.eur, environmental charges account for 2,11 mil. eur; charges
for use of natural resources account
for 3,23 mil.eur; and charges for use
of resources of common interest account for 1,35mil.eur. Such increase
in plan is a result of significantly higher collection of road charges and
charges for organization of games of
chance.
the amount planned in 2006. The largest portion of revenues stems from
collection of administrative fees and
duties to the amount of 14,25 mil.eur.
Increase in plan is primarily result of
increased collection of court fees in

2006 as compared with the plan for
2006 ( for the first 9 months, collection amounted 4,03 mil. eur, as compared with 1,68 mil.eur that was projected for the entire year) Amount of
5,51 mil. eur was planned in 2007 as a
result of replacement of IDs, passports, vehicle licenses and registration plates.
2.3 Charges
Planned charges in 2007 amount
18,64 mil. eur. Road charges account
for 5,85 mil. eur; charges for organization of games of chance account

2.4 Other revenues
Other revenues planned for 2006
amount 16,02 mil. eur. Income from fines and divested property benefits to
the amount of 8,03 mil.eur has the largest share in other revenues planned for
2007; other revenues account for 4,31
mil.eur and income from operations of
agencies accounts for 3,68 mil.eur.

2.5 Receipts from the sale
of property
Receipts from the sale of property
are planned to the amount of 11,40 mil.
eur and will be partly used for capital
budget financing.
2.6 Donations
Donations are planned to the
amount of 0,6 mil. eur and are related
to integrated management of the Skadar Lake Eco System.
2.7 Loans and credits
Such receipts are planned to the
amount of 4,87 mil.eur. According to
agreements signed with the World
Bank, approved funds to the amount
of 1,5 mil. eur are expected for the reform of the Pension and Disability In-

surance Fund; 1,22 mil.eur, for the reform of health system; 0,67 mil.eur for
the reform of education system; and
1,48 mil.eur loans for capital budget financing.
2.8 Project loans
Project loans are planned to the
amount of 11 mil.eur and are related
to the EIB credit for reconstruction of
the Adriatic highway.

Expenditures

GDP

3. EXPENDITURES OF THE
REPUBLIC BUDGET
FOR 2007
Expenditures presented under the
2007 Budget Law were planned to the
amount of 616.860.519,15 eur. The expenditures were planned in accordance with the Economic policy for 2007
and projected growth in GDP, and in
accordance with the objectives set under the Economic Reform Agenda of
Montenegro.
Increase in budget expenditures
share in GDP is planned in 2007. As
compared with 2006, total budget
expenses are higher by 16.06%. As
said earlier, such increase was mainly influenced by the change in the
state status of the Republic of Montenegro, i.e. takeover of tasks and liabilities from the former State
Union level. Moreover, new laws governing salaries and other earnings
of state officials, MPs, employees
and civil servants led to significant
increase in gross salaries and other
earnings in 2007. Introduction of
Capital Budget contributed to increase in capital budget expenditures,
mainly due to introduction of project loans, which have not been disclosed so far in the Republic Budget
Law.
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3.1 Current budget expenditures
Current budget expenditures for
2007 were planned to the amount of
582.95mil.eur. In the expenditures struc-

ture, current expenditures account for
56.73%, social security transfers account
for 7.45%, transfers to institutions, individuals, NGOs and public sector account
for 20.57%, capital expenditures account
for 6.30%, dept repayment accounts for
6.98% and reserves account for 1.02%.
Gross earnings and contributions
payable by employer (54,36%) account
for the largest part in current expenditures, while expenses for material and services account for 21.68% in total current
expenditures. Funds for gross earnings
and contributions payable by employer
are projected to the amount of 179.79
mil.eur, which accounts for 29.14% of total projected expenditures for 2007, or
30.84% of total current budget expenditures planned for 2007. Funds for gross
earnings and contributions payable by
employer are related to financing of salaries for 29.510 employees, out of
which the largest part is allocated for financing the salaries of employees in institutions of elementary and secondary
education (11.402). Funds for gross earnings and contributions payable by employer share in GDP is 8.97%.
Expenses for material and services are
planned to the amount of 71.72 mil.eur
and their share in total planned expenditures for 2007 is 11.63%. The largest portion of funds is allocated for financing of
contracted services - 46.40%,energy-related expenditures -22.89 % and expenses
for material - 15.49%.
Funds planned for current mainte-
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nance amount 20.17 mil.eur and their
share in total planned expenditures for
2007 is 3.27%. The largest portion of
funds is allocated for public infrastructure maintenance to the amount of 15.47

mil.eur as follows: 9.00 mil.eur for regular maintenance of road infrastructure
and 6.45mil.eur for current maintenance of railway infrastructure.
Funds for interests were planned to
the amount of 19.68 mil.eur and their
share in total planned budget expenditures for 2007 is 3.19%. The funds to the
amount of 18.00 eur are mainly earmarked for settlement of due liabilities stemming from foreign credits, as follows:
• 12,13 mil.eur to the World Bank;
• 4,00 mil.eur to the Paris Club creditors
• 1,74 mil.eur to the European Investment Bank;
• 0.10 mil.eur to the Council of Europe Development Bank;
• 0.13 mil.eur to the International
Development Association (IDA)
Subsidies are planned to the amount of 8.26 mil.eur, and are related to
subsidies for production and service
rendering in agriculture, forestry and
water management; subsides in veterinary for preventive measures; subsidies in tourism; and subsidies for production incentive.
Rights in the field of social security
are planned to the amount of 35.37
mil.eur and their share in total planned expenditures for 2007 is 5.73%.
Planned funds are earmarked for:
• Realization of child's allowance
programs to the amount of 3.83
mil.eur. The Program covers social care for 18.189 beneficiaries;

• War veterans and war disabled
persons' care to the amount of 7.50
mil.eur for 6930 entitled beneficiaries
• Family allowance to the amount
of 11.32 mil. eur, for 12.521 families
with 38.304 members
• Maternity leaves to the amount
of 6.13 mil. eur for about 5.700 entitled beneficiaries;
• Home care and assistance to the
amount of 3.45 mil.eur for about
6.600 beneficiaries;
• Meals for children in pre-school
institutions to the amount of 0.32
mil.eur;
• Support of inmates to the amount of 2.50 mil.eur (1400 inmates).
• Other rights in the field of social
security to the amount of 0.32 mil.eur,
which include insurance of priests to
the amount of 0.16mil. eur and insurance of independent artists to the
amount of 0.16mil.eur.
Redundancy funds are planned to
the amount of 8.06 mil.eur and their
share in total social security transfers is
18.55%. These funds are earmarked for:
fulfillment of liabilities under the Company Restructuring Program and Companies under Privatization Program
(1.50mil.eur); rationalization of jobs at
the Police Administration (3.46
mil.eur); needs of the Ministry of Defense of Montenegro (3.00mil.eur) and
Ministry of Education and Science
(0.10 mil.eur).
Transfers to institutions, individuals, NGOs and public sector are planned to the amount of 119.90 mil.eur.
Transfers account for 19.43% in total
planned expenditures for 2007.
In the framework of these expenditures, transfers to public institutions are
planned to the amount of 25.16 mil.eur
and account for 4.08% in total budget
expenditures planned for 2007. Funds
for transfers to the NGOs, political parties and associations are planned to the
amount of 6.06 mil.eur and account for
0.98% in total expenditures planned for
2007. Out of these funds, 2.35 mil is earmarked for financing of political parties, which is in accordance with the
Law on Financing of Political Parties
("Official Gazette of RM ", No. .33/05,
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47/06). 2.40 mil is planned for financing
of plans and programs of organizations
dealing with social care; organizations
engaged in humanitarian operations;
organizations addressing problems
and needs of disabled persons; organizations dealing with sports development; organizations providing extra-institutional education of children and
youth; and organizations involved in
fight against drugs and other forms of
addiction, pursuant to the Law on Games of Chance ("Official Gazette of
RM" 52/04). Transfers to individuals are
planned to the amount of 7.68 mil.eur
and account for 1.24% of total expenditures planned for 2007. These funds are
earmarked for scholarships and benefits to the best pupils and students; damages for natural disasters; reparation
to persons deprived of liberty unfoundedly; one-off social welfare payments;
benefits for disabled persons in traffic;
recreation allowances for children from
the poorest families etc. Transfers to
the Pension and Disability Insurance
Fund are planned to the amount of
64.34 mil.eur and account for 10.43% in
total funds planned for 2007. Funds for
the Pension and Disability Insurance
Fund are earmarked for financing of
pensions exempted from the Republic
regulations; pensions realized pursuant
to the Law on Public Administration;
pensions for the members of the Ministry of Interior and Penitentiary Institution (ZIKS); and for covering the deficit
of the Fund PIO. Transfers to the Health
Insurance Fund are planned to the
amount of 6.88mil.eur and are earmarked for financing the health care of
unemployed persons (3.87 mil.eur),
health care of refugees and IDPs (2.00

mil.eur) and capita expenditures financing (1.01mil.eur). Transfers to the Employment Agency are planned to the
amount of 6.57 mil.eur for financing salaries and other personal earnings of
trainees and for unemployment benefits. Transfers to municipalities are
planned to the amount of 1.98 mil.eur,
and are earmarked for compensation
of damage caused by natural disaster
(0.30mil.eur),, inspection control in the
field of civil engineering (0. 07mil.eur)

and conditional grants (1.6 mil.eur).
Transfers to public companies are planned to the amount of 1,24 mil.eur, for
the needs of the Railways of Montenegro (1.00mil.eur) and for compensation of damage caused by natural disasters (0.24 mil.eur) Funds for capital expenditures of the current budget are
planned to the amount of 36.72 mil.eur
and account for 5.95% in total funds
planned for the next year. In the framework of capital expenditures of capital
budget, minor projects were presented,
failing to meet the capital budget criteria.
Expenses for infrastructure of
common interest are planned to the
amount of 1,29 mil.eur and account
for 3,51% in capital expenditures.

Funds for local infrastructure are planned to the amount of 7.02 mil.eur. The
largest portion to the amount of 5.12
mil.eur will be used for reconstruction
of streets in the towns of Cetinje, Berane, Ulcinj, Danilovgrad, Nikšić, Kolašin, Mojkovac, Pljevlja, Bijelo Polje and
Plav. Expenses for buildings are planned to the amount of 5.71 mil.eur, while expenses for procurement of equipment are planned to the amount of
8.51mil.eur. Expenses for investment
maintenance are planned to the amount f 13.71 mil.eur, and are mainly related to: investment maintenance of
roads to the amount of 2.00 mil.eur;
reconstruction and modernization of
regional and highway network to the
amount of 1.20 mil.eur; investment
maintenance of railways to the amount of 1.75 mil.eur; investment maintenance of state-owned administrative
buildings to the amount of 1.00
mil.eur; reconstruction of heating system in schools (2.30mil.eur); and reconstruction of centers of the Ministry

of Interior (2.20mil.eur).
Loans and credits are planned to
the amount of 5.50 mil.eur and account
for 0.89% in total expenditures planned for the next year. Loans and credits
to the non-financial institutions are
planned to the amount of 2.00 mil.eur,
mil.eur, credits to small and medium-sized enterprises to the amount of 2.00
mil.eur, while student credits are planned to the amount of 1.50eur.
Funds for debt repayment are planned to the amount of 23.18 mil.eur, and
are earmarked for repayment of credits
and securities to the residents to the
amount of 8.00 mil.eur and repayment
of credit and securities to non-resi-
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dents to the amount of 15.17 mil.eur.
Structure of liabilities is as follows:
• World Bank 9.10 mil.eur
• Paris Club creditors 1.55 mil.eur
• EIB /European Investment
Bank/1.23 mil.eur
• Council of Europe Development
Bank 0.55 mil.eur
• IFC 0.59 mil.eur
• Anglo Yugoslav Bank 0.40 mil.eur
The above expenses include liabilities stemming form credit arrangements
for buildings planned under the public
works program, to the amount of 6,09
mil.eur, and repayment of debt of the
Secretariat for Development stemming
from Agreement on Strategic Partnership between the Government of Montenegro and Microsoft Corporation
(0.88 mil.eur) and Agreement on Implementation of Project "Population Central Register" (1.12mil.eur); repayment of
debt of the Ministry of Education and
Science concerning the credit for procurement of computer equipment for the
needs of elementary and secondary
education (0.98mil.eur), repayment of
debt for acquisition and adaptation of
business premises of the National Security Agency (0.45 mil.eur) and business
premises of the Real Estate Agency (0.24
mil.eur). Funds for repayment of guarantees are planned to the amount of
2,11 mil.eur, out of which 1.00mil.eur is
planned for repayment of local guarantees and 1.11 mil.eur for repayment of
guarantees abroad.
Funds for payment of liabilities
from previous years are planned to
the amount of 15.42 mil.eur and cover
payment of old foreign currency savings and payments on the basis of
executive court decisions wherein
subject matter of charges incurred before current fiscal year.
Reserve funds are planned to the
amount of 5.97mil.eur and account
for 0.96% in total planned expenditures. Current budget reserves are planned to the amount of 4.97 mil.eur, while permanent reserves are planned to
the amount of 1.00mil.eur. Pursuant to
the Budget Law, these funds will be
used for urgent and unplanned expenses incurred throughout the year.
3.2 Capital budget expenditures
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Capital budget expenditures are
planned to the amount of 33,91 mil.eur,
which accounts for 1.69 % of GDP for
the next year. In the framework of these funds, capital projects are planned
which will be implemented through
two institutions - Directorate for Traffic
and Directorate of Public Works, in accordance with adopted centralized
model of capital budget implementation. Sources of capital budget financing in 2007 are: general revenues of
the Republic Budget to the amount of
22.21 mil.eur, earmarked revenues
stemming from environmental charges
to the amount of 0.70 mil.eur and EIB
credit to the amount of 11,00mil.eur.
Current expenditures of the capital
budget are planned to the amount of
1,38 mil.eur, or 4.08% of the capital budget for 2007. These funds are distributed for expenses for material and services to the amount of 0.76 mil.eur and local taxes to the amount of 0.61 mil.eur.
Capital expenditures are planned to
the amount of 32,53 mil.eur and account
for 95,9% in the capital budget of the Republic for the next year. The largest amount of 18,00 mil.eur is planned for infrastructure of common interest as follows:
construction of Risan - Grahovo - Žabljak
road to the amount of 7,00 mil.eur; construction of the III lane at the part of the
Kufin road to the amount of 3,00 mil.eur;
reconstruction of the "Vrmac" tunnel at
the regional road R-22, part of the Kotor

- Radanovići road to the amount of 2,00
mil.eur,; rehabilitation of tunnels, bridges, land-slides, slopes, and walls along
roads and regional highways to the amount of 2,00mil.eur; and putting new asphalt layers along roads and regional
highways to the amount of 4,00 mil.eur.
The largest part of the funds will be provided from the EIB credit. Expenses for
buildings are planned to the amount of
13.81 mil.eur, and are planned for: construction of new governmental building
to the amount of 2,00 mil.eur; completion of the Cultural Center - Andrijevica
to the amount of 0,82 mil.eur; construction of Elementary School " M. Ivanović"
Biševo -Rožaje to the amount of 0,29
mil.eur; completion of the University administration building - Podgorica to the
amount of 0,95 mil.eur; completion of
construction of Center for Criminalistics
Expertise and Training - Forensic Laboratory in Danilovgrad to the amount of
1,31mil.eur; completion of reconstruction and extension of the Public Health
Institute to the amount of 1,14 mil.eur;
Project "Transfusion Centers" to the amount of 0,45 mil.eur; state agencies building to the amount of 1,83 mil.eur; Administration building of the custom-house
Kotor to the amount of 0,22 mil.eur; Juvenile Prison, Prison for Women and Reception center for foreigners to the amount of 0,48 mil.eur; Department for execution of prison sentences up to 6
months and verdicts passed in misdemeanor to the amount of 0,48 mil.eur
and Nursing Home in Bijelo - Polje to the
amount of 0,29 mil.eur. Expenses for
land development are planned to the
amount of 0,06 mil.eur, and are related to
land development after construction of
the Cultural Center in Andrijevica, while
expenses for equipment are planned to
the amount of 0,67 mil.eur, and are related to furnishing and adaptation of the
Music Center and equipment to the
amount of 0,50 mil.eur and procurement of equipment for the custom-house in Kotor to the amount of 0,10 mil.eur.
IVANA VULETIĆ,
Coordinator, Budget Policy and
Procedure Department
SLOBODANKA POPOVIĆ,
Coordinator, Budget
Operations Department
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Tax legislation
activities
in the year 2006

B

asic tax policy aims in 2006 were directed, first of all, to adjustment of our tax legislation to
international standards and EU directives as well as to realization of the orientations of the Economic Reforms Agenda, which envisage decrease of tax
obligations, especially regarding employees' salaries.
In order to realize mentioned aims,
there were made changes of the existing ones as well as some new tax laws.
REVIEW OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CHANGES IN TAX LEGISLATION - BY PARTICULAR LAWS
The most important changes made
by the Law on Changes and Amendments to the Customs Law ("Official
Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro", no. 66/06), which resolutions started to be applied as of 1 January 2007,
refer to the following:
J adjustment of the resolutions
concerning application of the customs
method for the imported goods evaluation to the principles contained in General Agreement on Customs and Trade (GATT),
J determination of the transaction
(customs) value of the goods, which is
imported on the renting or leasing basis and for which possibility of buying
is not envisaged by the Agreement,
J regulating of special measures of
the customs supervision and customs
procedure for the goods that are used for
supplying of the international transportation facilities (maritime, air and rail),
J abolishing of the export customs
(which could have been imposed by
the Government, according to the pre-

vious resolutions). By this resolution,
harmonization with the Law on Customs Tariff ("Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro", no. 75/05) is
done, which is actually adjusted to the
standards of the Harmonized System
(HS 2002), by which export customs
payment is not envisaged,
J application of preferential rules
on origin of the goods (of privileged
status), in the case when our country
gets this approval by the trade unions
members (EU, EFTA),
J reduction of the deadline for
acceptance of the customs declaration
by customs institutions (instead of previous deadline of five hours, customs
institution is obliged to accept immediately declaration for the goods delivered to the authorized customs house),
J definition of the border strip (5
km from the border line), and by this
resolution, citizens of Montenegro living in that strip are allowed to be
exempted of the import fees payment
for products of agriculture, livestock,
fishery, beekeeping and forestry obtained from their land property, which is
in adequate strip of a neighbouring
country, and it also refers breeding and
other products obtained by the livestock, which is placed on these land properties due to the field work, pasture
and wintering,
J definition of the deadline obsoleteness of the customs debt payment
(right to pay customs debt becomes
obsolete within 3 years by counting
from the expire of the year when the
debt got started), with the fact that absolute obsoleteness deadline for customs debt payment is 6 years,
J deadline limitation (until 31 De-

Koviljka Mihailović

Ružica Bajčeta

cember 2007), by when duty free
shops can get opened at international
road border crossings. After that deadline, duty free shops can be opened
only at the airports and in the ports,
which are open for international transportation, and
J model for determination of the
compensation fee for working performance of the customs institution,
which shall be determined depending
on the real costs of that institution, and
not according to the transaction value
of the goods, which is in line with the
Article VIII of the General Agreement
on Customs and Trade of the WTO
(GATT), on which basis customs and
trade fees as also compensation fees
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cannot be determined in relation to the
goods value, but must express approximate real cost of the performed service.
The most important changes made
by the Law on Changes and Amendments to the Personal Income Tax Law
("Official Gazette of the Republic of
Montenegro", no. 78/06), which resolutions started to be applied as of 1 January 2007, refer to the following:
J Tax rate decrease and instead of
the current progressive rates (15%, 19%
and 23%), an even (proportional) tax
rate of 9% is imposed, which will start
to be applied from 2010. As interim solution, it is envisaged that tax rate for
2007 and 2008 amounts 15%, and for
2009 12%,
J Increase of the tax exempted annual personal deduction from 780 eur
(65 eur per month) to 840 eur per year
(70 eur per month),
J Abolishing of the tax payment obligation on the basis of capital gains (based
on real estates and securities sale),
J Restriction of the income that is
tax exempted regarding personal income, and that "list" is mainly applied to
the incomes of social character and cases envisaged by the international
agreements and conventions.
New Law on Local Communal Taxes ("Official Gazette of the Republic of
Montenegro", no. 27/06), which resolutions started to be applied as of 1 January 2007, arranges basic elements for
local communal taxes payment (tax basis, taxpayer, continuation of the accounting obligation etc.), while local
self-government by its own act determines value of the tax, tax privileges, and
tax accounting and payment method.
Municipality, in accordance with legislation, can determine communal taxes
by following parameters: space of use,
time of use or in a fixed amount. Municipality decides on the local communal
taxes value depending on the type of
business, surface, location, i.e zone
where facilities are placed, or for the
performed services for which tax is
obliged to be paid. Also, by this Law,
municipalities are given possibility that
by the end of 2007 they can get tax payments on the basis of infrastructure facilities utilization (facilities used for po-
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wer transmission, telecommunication
transfer, radio-diffusion etc.), and it
cannot exceed limited amount defined
by the related law.
New Law Tax on games of chance
and Entertainment Games ("Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro",
no. 27/06), which resolutions started to
be effective as of 1 January 2007, determines basic elements (taxpayer, tax basis, tax rate ranges etc.) for tax obligation
imposing by municipalities. According
to the regulations of the mentioned law,
taxpayers obliged to pay tax on lottery
games are economic entities registered
in the authorized court, and which got
license for organizing of such games
from the Ministry of Finance. Taxpayers
obliged to pay tax on entertainment games are legal entities and entrepreneurs, that use machine slots for entertainment games. Tax rate for organizing of
the lottery games (except slot machines
games), could amount up to 10% of the
concession compensation fee that is
paid for these games performance, and
which is regulated by the Law on Lottery Games ("Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro", no. 52/04).
For slot machines lottery games performance, tax could amount up to
20eur per slot machine, while for entertainment games performance tax could
amount up to 15 eur per slot machine.
At the session of 8 December 2006
Government of the Republic of Montenegro determined Draft Law on Tax
Advisors, which has been proceeded
to the Parliament procedure (enactment of this law is expected by the end
of the first quarter of 2007).
Enactment of a special law on tax
advisors has aim to provide best possible environment, i.e necessary infrastructure, as efficient as possible application of the tax and customs regulations in practice. By establishing of a
new profession of tax advisor as an independent category, taxpayers are given opportunity to get professional advices regarding tax and customs legislation. Tax advisors shall be authorized
to represent professionally taxpayers
in the administrative state bodies (tax
institutions, Customs Administration

and Ministry of Finance), as well as in
the authorized courts.
According to the proposed law, tax
advisors could be physical persons
dealing with this as an independent
profession and specialized legal entities (society/association of the people)
for tax advising.
Tax advisor shall be authorized and
obliged to represent taxpayers' requests in line with legislation and
his/her personal conviction. In relation
with a client, tax advisor shall apply
principles of legal regulations, conscience, expert knowledge and professional codex, which shall be all established by the authorized Chamber. Regarding tax advisory services, a contract in
a written form shall be made, and services shall be performed with adequate
remuneration, which amount shall be
defined by the Chamber with prior
consent of the Ministry of Finance.
Proposed law envisages general
and special conditions, which shall be
complied by a person intending to get
tax advising license. One of the conditions for obtaining the license for tax
advisory services is that a person, who
is interested, passes exam for tax advisor. Ministry of Finance should establish a special Commission for this
exam, and it should be composed of at
least 5 members, among whom half
would be people from the Ministry of
Finance, tax and customs institutions,
and other members would be experts
for economic and legal theory and
practice. Program for the tax advisors
exam shall be made by the Ministry of
Finance and in line with the proposal
of the Tax Advisors' Chamber. A person
passing the exam shall pay exam costs,
and the amount shall be determined by
the Ministry of Finance, all in accordance with the Chamber's proposal. Tax
advisors should be obliged to be united in a professional Chamber (Tax Advisors Chamber), as an independent
organization, which shall be legal entity. Chamber shall represent tax advisors, it shall promote their work and represent their common interests.
KOVILJKA MIHAILOVIĆ,
Assistant to the Minister
RUŽICA BAJČETA, senior advisor
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Activities and
results of the
Tax administration
in the year 2006
Mirjana Pešalj

Results of the Tax Administration in the year 2006 represent
synthesis of the realization of the tasks of all the Tax Administration
organizational parts, illustrate their boundness and good coordination in a complex, but synchronized system with basic task to
achieve the common aim of the TAX PAYMENT in as efficient and
as productive way as possible, with special emphasis on freely payment and keeping the integrity and reputation of the TAX ADMINISTRATION.
Activities carried out in the Tax Administration in last two years
in the field of improving of the working processes and procedures,
implementation of the self-taxation principle and freely tax payment, and all in the framework of the clearly defined strategies, programmes and plans, resulted in a way that the Tax Administraton
today realizes payment of the revenues above the planned frame,
which means it continuously achieves increases of the revenues
compared to the previous periods.
Data realized in the year 2006, which are presented in the continuation of the material clearly show successful working performance of the Tax Administration.
Tax Administration is well equipped information institution,
which develop and keep its information system independently. All
the branch offices (21 units) are linked in a unified information system, which provides accessibility and consistency of the information on all the territory of the Tax Administration working performance. System provides imput, change, updating and search of
data according to certain criteria, creation of the reports, issuing of
the certificates, resolutions and many other forms.
Quality, accuracy, scope and variety of the data available to the
Tax Administration in the system, made it become a necessary and
reliable information source for other institutions, state bodies,
organizations and associations.
In 2006 we renounced data on tax register and tax accounting
to the Chamber of Commerce of Montenegro, the Trade Union of
Montenegro, the Statistics Office, Directorate for development of
small and medium enterprises, the Bearing Point, to the CAFAO, to
the state funds etc.

Processing of all the tax reports and legally regulated resolutions is totally automatized. For eleven months in 2006, the system
processed 372.484 of monthly and 48.065 of annual tax reports,
and estimation is that by the end of the year there will be 400.000
monthly tax reports processed.
Activities on providing the delinquent tax reports were intensified in 2006, first of all regarding monthly tax reports, for VAT and
excises, due to the increase of the scope and more efficient payment of the revenues, as well as the increase of the fiscal discipline
through affirmation of the fiscal system in which the taxpayers will
respect the tax regulations, by timely filing of the tax reports. To
provide filing of the tax reports is one of the basic tasks of the Tax
Administration, because the unsubmitter of the tax report is a
potential tax "unpayer".
Activities on providing the delinquent tax reports gave results,
so that the number of the tax reports submitters increased.
By using of the parallel data of 2005, received reports for 11
months of the year 2006 and estimation of the number of the
reports for the twefth month, it is expected that in 2006 the percentage of the filing of VAT reports will increase for 21%, and of
excise reports for 50%. Percentage of filing of the annual reports
also increased for 23%, out of which number of the reports on profit tax of the legal entities increased for 14% in comparison to the
previous year.
Providing the regular filing of the tax reports by their submitters, enabled the Tax Administration to get updated payment of the
current tax obligations.
Evidencing of the data on taxpayers in tax register provides a
quality informaton on the fact who, where and what type of activity is carried out in Montenegro, which means it creates a quality
basis for defining the Tax Administration activities plan in the field
of payment and control. Tax register contains data on 17.361 legal
entities and on 9.895 physical persons at the moment. Number of
the registered VAT taxpayers in 2006 increased for 2.223, i.e. total
number of the registered taxpayers in this tax model is 14.460.
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Total payment of the tax, contributions and of other budget revenues, for period January- November 2006 is realized with amount
of 500,04 million euros. If realization of the payment in December
2006 is supposed to be at the same level as in the same period in
2005 (61,90 million euros), total payment in 2006 would be 561.95
million euros, which is 14,25% more than the previous year realization.
Paid revenues in 2006 were continuously getting bigger and
bigger from month to month regarding previous year. Parallel
monthly increase indexes were from 102 in April to 150 in January
2006 (?).
Payment in 2006 in comparison to 2005, can be best illustrated
by the following chart:

In the revenues structure, predominant participation is of the
revenues by tax 59%, out of which: VAT and tax on citizens'
incomes participate with 30% each, and excises with 21%.
Contributions for obligatorily social insurance in totally realized
payment in 2006 participate with 41%.
Realization of the revenues per tax types can be illustrated by
the following chart:

At the end of 2004, within the procedure of the regular monitoring of the debt of the taxpayers, the Tax Administration took over
spread activities in realization of the regular payment measures,
which resulted with significant decrease of the delinquent debt.
In order to realize the increase of the scope and efficiency of
the revenues payment, Tax Administration, beside very efficient
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payment of the current obligations, started in 2006 with realization
of the payment measures, and all with the aim of the payment of
the arrived unpaid obligations. Reports on daily payment were
monitored everyday, all in order to intensify payment measures
through warning - up to the forced payment out of the funds and
the property of the taxpayer.
In totally realized payment in 2006 together with the payment
estimation for December, payment of the delinquent debt is evaluated to be 78,00 million euros, which is 14% of the total payment.
Following chart illustrates payment of the delinquent debt and
payment of the current obligations in the total payment of 2006,
together with estimation of the payment in December 2006 at the
level of the month of December last year:

Starting from the point that tourism is economic branch of preferential importance for development of overall economy in
Montenegro, we can conclude that incomes realized by the tourist
activity are considered to be the most important budget revenues.
In order to carry out common activities, Tax Administration
had established cooperation with other state bodies before the
summer season started. Those state bodies are: Ministry of
Tourism, Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, Ministry of Interior,
Police Administration and Ministry of Economy.
Cooperation, first of all, means common activities, which
include: procedures and deadlines for data exchange between
institutions, harmonization of the measures on removal of the identified problems, proposal of the liaison persons, technique of
reporting etc.
In order to collect information and data necessary for successful carrying out of the season, Tax Administration made contacts
with Public Enterprise "Morsko dobro", Adriatic Fair, Public
Communal Companies in coastal municipalities and municipalities
themselves. That way, the continuity of submitting the data on the
issued locations for running a business to the persons who are
lease-holders is provided.
Cooperation and full support of other institutions, as well as
timely submitting of the data necessary for taxation to the Tax
Administration, represent positive basis for improving of the cooperation in future period.
Based on realization of the tax credits, taxpayers got payments
for eleven months on their business accounts in amount of 39,13
million euros, and 23,72 million were redirected from one tax
model into another.
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There is an apparent intention of the Tax Administration to get
tax credits realized as much as possible by the transfer into other
tax models, and that way the level of the paid budget revenues is
'kept'. Tax Administration makes returns of the tax credit generally
within deadlines shorter than the regulated ones. Funds made by
tax credits returns, are used by the taxpayers for financing of the
import and for paying of the import VAT as well as excises, which
means that part of the payment returned to the taxpayer as tax
credit is going back to the budget through the import VAT and
excises. That way, there are made conditions for faster circulation of
the funds in cycle - "import-domestic turnover-import".
Taking over, verification and keeping data on public revenues
payments from the institutions in charge of payment operations is
all completely automatized as well as daily transfer of the revenues
to the State Treasury. For eleven months this year there were sent
235 statements of the receivers and funds (in amount of 396,92 million euros) to the State Treasury.
Transfer of the funds is completely realised in accordance with
the inflow, the agreed daily dynamic with no mistakes in transfer. In
2006 some irregularly carried out payments were also identified
and transferred into the system, which amount is around 1,6 million euros.
Activities, which are carried out in the field of education of the
taxpayers by giving them a fast and adequate service regarding all
the questions made by phone call or by written request, contributed a lot to the successful realization of the payment. In 2006
Tax Administration received 33.196 phone calls, 775 letters, 148
requests in electronic form, there were made 53.661 personal contacts, which all points to the confidence of the taxpayers towards
tax administration institution, and their wish to discharge their tax
obligations in accordance with legal regulations. Tax
Administration replied on all the answers and requests within 24
hours.
Besides, Tax Administration made a good thing by publication
of the carried out activities in a way that Tax Administration representatives have been more present in electronic media and press
through 66 interviews, 3 press conferences, 140 press releases, 207
articles published in newspapaers.
In order to make partnership with taxpayers better, there are
relized activities with the Union of Employers, all in accordance
with the signed Memorandum of Understanding of the Tax
Administration and the Union of Employers:
J I workshop with the topic "Rights and obligations of the taxpayers during and after the inspection, tax and offence procedure"
and "Sector for offering service of the Tax Administration - possibilities, way of communication, and better approach to the employers", on 7 April 2006.
J II workshop with the topic " Application of the cash realization principles for legal entities" and "Specificity of the VAT report
for the month of December 2006", on 3 November 2006.
J Prepared and printed Guide for Employers "Tax practice questions and answers".
Tax Administration representatives participated in 2006 in the
work of the Forum for improving of the economic cooperation
with private sector, which was organized in Cetinje, Ulcinj and
Bijelo Polje, on which there were discussed issues that are impor-

tant for economic development of some regions in Montenegro. At
the meetings there was pointed out in which way taxpayers, or economic subjects, can get help from the Tax Administration regarding
introduction to their rights and obligations, how to adjust their
business to the legal regulations and to avoid some punitive actions
due to the disrespect of the legally regulated obligations. There is
also expressed readiness to organize (depending on the interest of
the taxpayers, their associations, i.e. association of the private
employers) seminars and workshops at which the most actual
issues would be discussed and education of the taxpayers would
be carried out. That type of cooperation is already achieved, and
there is interest from both sides for its intensifying and further
improving, because it's getting effective through the increase of the
tax discipline.
System of freely respect of the tax laws means new role and
inspection controls, that should recognize and respect all the taxpayers who are paying their tax obligations timely and regularly,
while non-cooperative taxpayers should be turned into cooperative payers in near future, which is achieved by well organized
inspection controls in which, beside determination of the tax payment amount, taxpayer is also given guidelines to adjust his/her
behaviour to the tax laws in future.
Freely respect of the tax laws is achieved only by careful selection of the number of the taxpayers who will be controlled. Level of
coverage by controls in 2006 is planned in a way that it will be the
highest with big taxpayers, which means with taxpayers who can
be the most productive in the sense of fiscal potential, but also
other categories of the taxpayers, based on the indicators, have adequate participation in the plan.
In period January-November 2006 there were performed 3.250
controls, out of which irregularities are defined in 1.961 cases, and
1.289 cases were without irregularities.
In the same period there were done total of 5.689 checkings,
according to the correctness of the accounting and payment of the
excises and VAT, evidencing of the turnover through the tax cash
registers and checkings of the registration data.
In the report period there were performed 1.473 controls of the
correctness of the accounting and VAT payment, and on that occasion there were done some corrections of the tax obligations in the
amount of 18.796.159, 64 eur.
Controls of the profit tax of legal entities were performed at 480
taxpayers, whose determined obligations are 570.814,71 eur.
Controls of the accounting and tax payment on salaries and
contributions for obligatorily social insurance were performed at
1.840 taxpayers, and amount is 10.470.378,80 eur.
In the procedure of the justification of 835 requests for VAT
refund and return of excises, the return/refund in the amount of
34.088.119,87eur is approved, tax credit is corrected in the amount
of 1.380.709,62 eur, and return/refund in the amount of 295.531,19
eur is approved without previous checking, and these are all situations with small amounts for return/refund, and according to some
indicators it is evident that they are taxpayers, who discharge their
tax obligations, and mostly exporters.
In the stated period, in the procedure of the inspection supervision performed at 122 taxpayers, there is also determined obligation based on tax on turnover of the goods and services in the
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amount of 939.371,16 eur.
In period January-November 2006 there were performed 2.766
checkings of turnover evidencing through tax cash registers, and
irregularities were found in 1.944 cases.
Due to the determined irregularities during the inspection
supervision, 4.143 measures were undertaken in this period, out of
which 3.507 offence charges were submitted, 13 criminal charges, 9
charges for economic offence.
Number of the performed controls is expected to increase in
December at least for 20% compared to November, with regard of
the fact that the plan of the winter tourist season starts to be carried
out. Major corrections are expected in VAT, since checking of the
base for numerous requests for refund/return is conducted (leasing, construction work, tourist business). Finalization of previously
initiated controls is also expected, where deadlines for providing
necessary documentation are made by bonds, and it is certain that
there shall be significant amounts of the determined incomes. By
the end of the month there shall be accomplished controls that are
specific by the checking of the connected persons, so that even on
that base newly determined tax obligations are expected.
Intensified activities shall be carried out especially right before
New Year's holidays, when there shall start controls of the organizers of New Year's celebration parties, controls of the fair and cultural manifestations, as well as the control of majority physical persons realizing incomes at these manifestations. Most of these controls shall have to proceed in next month, too, but the aim shall be
to provide, from the very beginning, data and facts influencing
determination of the tax obligation for some persons.
Parallel data on effects of the control in 2005 and 2006 are given
in following chart:

year
year

Total amount of the correction by controls and checkings

Undertaken measures

year
year

blockade
of the
giro-account
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prohibition charges for
of running economical
a business
offence

offence
charge

other
measures

Total

By the enactment of the Action Plan, Governemnt of the
Republic of Montenegro has operationalised priorities established
by the Programme of the fight against corruption and organised
criminal, in a way that there are defined concrete measures and
activities of the sector ministries, state administration offices and
institutions in charge of prevention and suppression of the corruption and organised criminal, whereas there are established
deadlines and dynamic of accomplishing the obligations, indicators for measuring of the success and possible risk factors.
Having in mind that Tax Administration is dealing with an
important function with the aim to provide budget revenues, Tax
Administration employees are in everyday situation to influence on
tax obligations of many taxpayers. In Tax Administration we are
aware of the fact that there is possibility of the conscious and
unconscious unprofessionsl behaviour of some employees, which
could lead the unjustified decrease of the tax obligations for some
taxpayers.
Therefore, considering it as one of the basic ways of fight
against corruption, Tax Administration works on premanent
improving of the cooperation with taxpayers and general public.
First of all, we think of communication with the press and elelctronic media - which is the way of continuous informing of the public
on the results of this state body's work, undertaken activities and
mesures, of service phone number 9707 - by which all the interested persons can get free help and advice for regular application of
the tax regulations, but also to point out at eventual irregularities
and unprofessionalism in working performance of taxpayers, of
web site of the Tax Administration - on which there could be found
all the information on working performance, but alsto texts of the
tax laws and bylaws, legally regulated forms of the tax reports
together with instructions for filling them.
Tax Administration completely provided internal procedures
and normatives on its employees' behaviour and on its performing
within its competence, and internal control is established on several levels. Department of the internal control is established for all the
state body, and within some sectors there are employees in charge
of supervision over some administrative and inspection procedures, as well as employees auditing already finished procedures
and they estimate their quality.
There is fully provided access to the information available to
the Tax Administration, all in accordance with the Law on free
access to the information, and at the same time there should be
taken into consideration limitation of giving information in accordance with other laws by which secrecy of data is assured. At the
same time, Tax Administration opened to the public series of possibilities for access to the information, for pointing at the irregularities in Tax Administration working performance, i.e. some of its
employees, so that there are many ways in which complete informing on this institution's work and achieved results is enabled.
Because of the more efficient suppression of negative occurrences in working performance of the state administration employees, Tax Administration already signed Memorandum of
Understanding with some institutions, and there is also made proposal of the agreement with other institutions, like the State
Prosecutor, Police Administration, Commission for Stocks, but also
with Associations of private employers.
Tax Administration gives special attention to the return information, so it expects that citizens, taxpayers and all the interested
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persons will give quality proposals which will contribute resolving
of the issues regarding corruption and other bad occurrences, as
well as taxpayers' problems themselves.
Tax Administration realized quality cooperation with foreign
consultant companies in 2006, especially with EU CAFAO.
Cooperation is organized on the principle of interchange of
knowledge and experiences at seminar workshops.
Tax Administration consistently applies established principles
in its work, which are all in accordance with European standards,
and they are transparency, professionalism and efficiency. An
important segment in carrying out these principles is certainly a
quality and professional communication with taxpayers, but also
with all the citizens and general public. That's why the Tax
Administration gives very big attention to the professional trainings
of the employees by organization of different kinds of trainings.
When the trainings are preformed, traditional methods are used,
together with the use of the most modern technique.
Trainings are organized as internal ones, within the Tax
Administration and external ones, organized out of the Tax
Administration and abroad, mostly in organization of IOTA,
International Organization of Tax Administrations of Europe, in
which Montenegro has been an equal member since 2003.
Internal trainings are organized as general ones, specialized
and trainings along with work. General trainings are conducted in
the form of classical lectures, with demonstrations of the practical
examples and with obligatorily testing and evaluation of the level
of the acquired knowledge upon the completed training.
When specialized trainings and trainings along with work are
carried out, since they are applied to the employees of the Tax
Administration with high level of knowledge of the workshop
topic, as well as the supposed experience, interactive method is
used. Then, lecturer and attendants by interpersonal communication, explain changes and supplements of the law, as well as the
specific situations regarding some tax models, so that these specialized trainings and trainings along with work are treated as
"additional training".
Lecturers on these trainings are, mostly, experts for some tax
fields from foreign consultant companies, as are CAFAO and BEARING-POINT, and the acquired knowledge in these trainings is verified by awarding certificates.
In 2006 there were held 3 trainings from the category "training
along with work" as well as 16 trainings from the category "general
and specialized" trainings. These trainings were attended by 312
employees of the Tax Administration from all the branch units and
the processed topics were about "Work on applications", Training
of the the Call Centre employees, "Preventions and detections of
VAT frauds", basic training with VAT topic for the newly employed,
Changes and supplements of the Law on Excises, "Leasing and proportional VAT reduction", Fight against organized criminal and "Big
taxpayers - procedure and control".
Within specialized training, there was also held seminar for
advisors of the Director and heads of branch offices for payment in

branch units, with the topic "Skills and possibilites of the effective
payment".
Regarding external trainings, they are mainly held abroad in
organization of IOTA. It is practised that Tax Administration representatives, who participated at these seminars, present the acquired
experiences and knowledge firstly to the Director and managerial
team, and after that to the relation-operational level, all in order to
apply them in carrying out of the concrete working tasks.
There were 8 external trainings held in 2006, and processed
topics related to: "Taxation of the financial instruments",
"Prevention and detection of VAT frauds", "Education and service of
the taxpayers", "Big taxpayers - procedure and control", "Analysis of
risk - selection of the taxpayers" and "Evalutaion of the trainings in
tax administrations".
It is also important to state the fact that in 2005 Tax
Administration signed Memorandums of Understanding with the
Union of Employers of Montenegro, Montenegro Business
Alliance, Faculty of Economy and Law School. Wtihin this cooperation, Tax Administration organized series of trainings and lectures,
as for businessmen, employers, taxpayers, as for students of the
final year of these two faculties.
Tax Administration representatives are active participants in
almost each training organized by other state institutions.
Beside planned trainings for 2007 and the ones that are to be
defined, Tax Administration will put the emphasis on training of
the employees for implementation of the Project "Unified payments and registrations", which should be completed in December
2007.
At the end, there should be emphasized that in 2006 there were
finalized activities and signed the Contract for elaboration of the
software for the project "Unified payments and registrations".
Realization of the project is planned for 2007, and it will be carried
out in cooperation with the Republic institutions, with financial
support and supervision of the World Bank.
Tax Administration will continue to undertake necessary measures with the aim of continuation of the positive trend of public
revenues payment, taking into consideration accomplishment of
the Budget plan, as by amounts as by types of public revenues.
Realization of the tax policy is a complex problem which
depends on the legislation, presonnel and technical equipment of
the tax institution, cooperation and exchange of the data between
the state bodies, cooperation with associations of the taxpayers,
media and other institutions, which can have important data for
taxation, as also to provide certain infrastructure for conducting of
the tax policy.

Director of the Tax Administration
MIRJANA PEŠALJ
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Activities and results
of the Customs
administration in 2006
Conclusion derived from the summarizing of business results for 2006 is
that Customs Administration continued
with successful work. All business parameters show that the target is exceeded.
Programme tasks were significantly realized, as in the payment sector, as in integrity enhancing, customs area protection and in gray economy prevention.
Beside revival of Montenegro's independence, from the aspect of importance for this service, we could emphasize membership of the customs service of Montenegro in the World Customs Organization (WCO), which took
place in October 2006, and thus Montenegro became 170th member of the
WCO.
- REVENUES PAYMENT
Out of the totally paid source revenues of the Budget in the amount of
531.776.478,11 eur (from the Review of
the realized revenues of the Treasury by
eco-codes for period 1 January-26 December 2006) on the basis of the international trade and transactions (import-export) in the period from 1 January to 26 December 2006 there was
paid 365.421.111,94 eur, which makes
68,72% of the total current Budget revenues. Payment of the acceptances (received amounts), for which the Customs Administration was in charge,
compared to the same period last year,
was significantly higher (for 41,56%).
- Customs fees were paid in the
amount of 55.476.421,14 eur, which is
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41,77% more in parallel with the same
period the year before.
- VAT - out of the totally realized VAT
of 262.375.213,76 eur, the Customs Administration got paid 240.450.726,62
eur or 91,64%, which is 48,70% more
than in the same period previous year.
In the internal turnover there was paid
8,36% (21.924.486,64 eur) of the VAT.
- Excise on the imported goods - it
was accounted to be 70.006.857,66 eur,
which is 5,64% more than in the same
period last year, and there was paid
64.723.783,04 eur, which is 21,62% more
than in the same period the year before.
- Other received amounts (fees)there was paid 4.770.181,14 eur.
In the considered period, there were processed 425.081 customs declarations and administrative and other acts,
which compared with previous year is
27% more (334.158).
At the same time, there should be
emphasized that business costs were in
line with regulations and budget fund
planned for the Customs Administration as a consumer unit. Funds were
used in rational way and in wider scope
than in years before.
- TRANSGRESSIONS
Significant results are also achieved
in the protection of the customs territory. The enhanced controlling function
of the customs employees, as at the border crossings, as in the branch units, led
to better respect of the regulations, and
thus to the fall of the customs transgressions. In this period 1.020 offence procedures were initiated, which is 59,76%

Miodrag Radusinović
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less than in the same period the year
before. Goods of the value of
831.880,00 eur were temporarily dispossessed. In the same period there
were dispossessed 46.589 cartons of cigarettes, small quantities of fuel and alcohol drinks, all done in the joint action
of the customs officers and employees
of the Ministry of Interior.
- INTEGRITY AND CREDIBILITY
ENHANCING
In order to provide professionalism
at work, creation of the integrity of the
customs officers and fight against corruption, 69 officers were rewarded,
while disciplinary actions were taken
against 21 officers, all due to the violation of the working obligations and establishing the facts. 13 disciplinary measures were pronounced - disciplinary
fines in severe cases, 5 disciplinary measures - disciplinary fines for easy cases,
and 3 officers got discharged of the disciplinary responsibility. The Customs
Administration filed 8 reports against
customs officers to the competent State
Prosecutor's Office, all due to the suspect that they committed offence.
We remind that the Customs Administration has been realizing wider programme of the service modernization,
with special programme for corruption
prevention and uncovering, within
which there is also implementation of
the Programme for Integrity Development. In 2006, which was the last year
of the TTFSE Programme implementation (Trade and Transportation Privileges for South-East europe), in order to
review the results from the aspect of
fight against corruption, the World
Bank conducted survey on the corruption level in customs service, with special emphasis on measuring of the progress in comparison to 2002 (when the
Customs Administration became a user
of the developing loan for service modernization). Based on the request of
the World Bank, the survey in Montenegro was conducted by the Centre for
Entrepren eurship and Economical Development from Podgorica (CEED),
while polling took place at 3 border
crossings (Tivat Airport, the Port of Bar
and Debeli Brijeg) and at the customs

terminals (Podgorica, Niksic and Bijelo
Polje). It included shipping, transportation and trade agencies, and the used
criteria were the scope of work and
number of declarations. Questions
from the Inquiry are defined in cooperation with the World Bank and survey
was done in the period from 29 May to
9 June 2006. Total of 154 subjects were
questioned (13 production companies,
40 trade companies, 61 transportation
companies and 40 shipping agencies).
The survey showed that the Customs Administration improved a lot in
parallel to 2002. Corruption level got
decreased, and all categories (transparency, equal treatment, procedures
standardization, possibility of submitting complaints, frequency of smaller
payments) got improved significantly.
Respondents in Montenegro estimated
that corruption of customs service is at
lower medium level with relatively low
frequency, i.e. average value of the corruption level indicator is 2,26 (indicators vary from 1 to 5). Most of the reported smaller payments were given freely
in order to make processing faster and
they pointed at the need for further improving of the customs business and
the lack of awareness that such payments were illegal. Customs Administration will continue with carrying out
the programme and mesures contributing more professional working performance of the customs service, and all in
accordance with the world standards at
all levels.
- COOPERATION WITH STATE
ENTITIES AND ECONOMY
Customs service cooperates also
with the State Prosecutor's Office, predominantly regarding determining
methodology for procedure, which
must be applied by the customs officers
in the cases when there is a suspect of
the committed transgressions. It's important to emphasize that there is also
determined methodology which is applicable when there is a suspect referred to the working performance of our
officers and transgressions committed
by the responsible customs officers. In
order to protect customs territory, we
especially emphasize good coopera-

tion with the Ministry of Interior, and
numerous joint actions were realized
successfully in 2006. There is also launched initiative by the Customs Administration and MoI, referring realization of
more intensified cooperation among
technical services in information, and
firstly it will result in border crossings
networking. In order to prevent illegal
turnover of cigarettes, Customs Administration officers were undertaking
adequate operational-tactical measures
and activities independently or together in cooperation with the Police Directorate. These activites took place
along the state border with Albania and
Bosnia and Herzegovina. In that sense,
mixed teams were formed, with the
task to cut eventual directions of illegal
bringing cigarettes into the customs territory of Montenegro. Within these activities, there were also realized occasional actions related to controlling duty
free shops business. In all cases Customs Administration officers and Police
Directorate officers filed adequate reports within their competence.
In 2006 there was signed Memorandum of Understanding among Customs Administration, Monstat, Central
Bank, Tax Administration, Ministry of
Finance, Central Register, Commercial
Court and Secretariat for Development,
all in order to improve functioning of
the Statistics System of Montenegro.
It means that cooperation with the
state entities was very successfully realized at all levels, which contributed a lot
to timely tasks realization and good results achievement.
Cooperation with the Chambre of
Commerce and Union of the shipping
agents, exporters was continued, too; it
was all related to trainings organization
for licences and professional examination for obtaining the licence.
- ACTIVITIES FOR HARMONIZATION WITH EU LEGISLATION
Key segments of the Customs Administration working performance in
2006 (in the fields of legislation, international cooperation and european integrations) are following:
- Adjustment of the Customs Law
and bylaws to the EU customs regula-
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tions, World Trade Organization regulations and the World Customs Organization was continued in 2006. With that
aim at the end of 2006 there was endorsed the Law on Changes and Supplements to the Customs Law, which regulations will start to be effective on 1 January 2007. In line with the endorsed
changes of the Law, there was also made Proposal of the new Provision on
the type, amount and manner of payment of the fees for the customs institution service. There was also made Proposal of the Law on changes and supplements to the Law on Customs Tariff,
adjusted to the Harmonized System
2007. In March 2006 there was made
Decision on the Control List for Export,
Import and Transition of Goods, which
is coordinated with valid Law on Customs Tariff and it includes only the
goods on the licences regime.
- In international field we put special emphasis on the membership of
the Customs service of Montenegro in
the World Customs Organization
(WCO) in October 2006, and thus Montenegro became 170th WCO member.
WCO General Secretary Michel Danet
sent a letter to the Customs Administration of Montenegro saying that he expects active participation of Montenegro in that Organization meetings and
activities, while WCO Secretariat will offer full support to the Customs Administration of Montenegro regarding
further cooperation.
- Cooperation with the World Trade
Organization (WTO), Office for Fight
Against Frauds (OLAF), General Directorate for Tax and Customs Policy (TAXUD) was continued, and these organizations offer assistance in the EU accession process.
- Customs Administration officers
actively participated in the negotiating
process for conclusion of the Agreement on Stabilization and Accession
and they contributed to the elaboration
of the Action Plan for strengthening of
the administrative capacities. In cooperation with CAFAO (Customs and Fiscal
Policy Office), Customs Administration
made Guide for customs officers for fulfilling of the certificates on origin of
the goods EUR-1 and Guide for exporters for application of the regulations
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on origin of the goods. In order to enhance administrative capacities in the
area of goods origin, there was made a
Plan on training of customs officers
and representatives of the economic
entities-exporters. Realization of the
Plan is ongoing and it will continue at
the beginning 2007.
- Regarding recently signed CEFTA
Agreement, Customs Administration
participated actively in negotiations, in
the part related to the customs topics.
In that Agreement, customs area is covered in 2 annexes - one is about regulations on the goods origin, and the other one is related to administrative customs cooperation. Its outcome is obligation of the customs entities for carrying out and correct implementation of
the rules on the goods origin and intensifying and improving of cooperation
with customs services of the countries
that signed CEFTA Agreement. Though
mentioned trainings were organized,
TAXUD is reserved ragarding administrative capacities of the service for
goods origin, which is still a challenge
for this service.
- National Strategy for Integrated
Border Management was endorsed,
and Customs Administration officers
took part in the elaboration of the Action Plan, which will be implemented
next year.
International cooperation goes in line with ratification of the Agreement
on customs cooperation by data ex-

change and concrete checkings.
- REALIZED PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES
Within Projects for Trade and Transportation Privileges in South-east europe (TTFSE), Government of Montenegro - Customs Administration got approved the loan by the World Bank,
with the purpose of realizing the aims
related to the customs service reform.
Finalization of that important project
for the Republic of Montenegro is ongoing - which includes implementation
of the System for Risk Analysis, IT
equipment and cart-track balances, and
the planned deadline for finalization of
the Project is 31 March 2007. Within that
project, time of stopping the trucks on
the defined Pilot locations (Customs
Branch Office of Podgorica, Customs
Branch Office of Debeli Brijeg and Customs Branch Office of Dobrakovo) is
monitored. These are locations in
which results are getting better, which
was also quoted by the World Bank representatives during their revision mission. It's important to stress that the entire period of project realization is followed by quarterly reporting to the
World Bank, as well as by elaborations
of the Business Strategy, including permanent monitoring of series of projects
envisaged by the developing programme, which realization will make Customs Administration closer to the euro-
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Customs administration

pean customs services.
At the airports of Podgorica and Tivat, which were reconstructed in 2006,
there was introduced the system of the
red and green entrances in the passangers terminal, which is adopetd in most
european and world countries, and
which had been preceeded by customs
officers specialized training in uncovering and recognizing high risky passangers behaviour.
As for work technology modernization and monitoring of the results in
2006, together with the CAFAO support
and professional assistance, there was
introduced Business Strategy, as basis
for modern management in public organizations, according to the methodology applied by EU leading customs
services. Bringing of the Business Strategy into the state administration, including also Customs Administration is an
important part of the state administration reform in Montenegro. Such strategy will become methodological planning principle, as well as basis for analysis of the achieved work results of individual organizational units and working performance estimation.
In order to improve public revenues
payment, in Customs Administraton
there is ongoing developing project of
customs information system improving, "Financial module", which will be
realized by incorporation of the new
applicative resolving programmes. Pro-

ject envisages building of the Central
system of electronic evidencing of the
active debts and obligations of the Customs Administrations. It will enable deferred payment of the customs debt by
submitting adequate bank guarantee,
and that way deadline for customs procedure is shortened and goods arrive
faster to a destination. At the beginning
of the year, there will start probation of
monitoring the customs debt payment
(in electronic way), and thus there will
be made conditions for customs payers
to submit 5th copy of their payment
evidence additionally when discharging the goods.
Electronic running of business, introduced on 25 May, which reduces the
time needed for declarations submitting, is used by significant number of
declarants now. It's apparent that businessmen are more and more interested
in electronic submitting of customs delarations and we could say that this segment definitely started to be effective.
Furthermore, one of the priority
projects of the Customs Administration
is "Risk Analysis", which is now in its
probation phase. In order to accelerate
customs procedures, enabling of easier
business running, prevention of smuggling and other customs frauds, customs officers, by the help of Risk Analysis system, will carry out target controls
and selection when controlling the
goods and transportation vehicles (me-

ans). Therefore, elaboration of the Risk
Analysis system is in its final phase and
its implementation in the Customs information system is planned soon. As
planned, Customs Administration will
have modern system of Risk Analysis in
line with EU customs services.
Implementation of the project Local profile of the risk in customs branch
units is ongoing, which is introduced in
cooperation with CAFAO organization.
That project includes information regarding transportation turnover, geografic look of border crossings, potential dangerous points, number of officers at border crossings and working
performance regime, other services
description, as well as their facilities position, important phone numbers, the
most often offenders at those border
crossings, who show up in customs
procedures, the most frequently imported and exported goods via these border crossings.
SEMS system (South East european
Messaging System) is expected to be
functional soon. It is actually exchange
of data on some shipments among neighbouring customs services, by which
there will be prevented switch of the
documents and false data on the goods
at the border crossing. Agreement on
those data exchange is achieved with
customs service of Kosovo, UNMIK.
Customs "Open Line" was run successfully for two years, all in order to
collect information by citizens anonymous phone calls. All calls are free of
charge, anonymous and strictly confidential. Basic aim is to prevent smuggling of goods, drugs, weapon, people
and all other customs frauds, uncovering of individuals and companies violating the regulations. Media campaign
for customs "Open Line" started in
March 2006 and it was realized with donation and support of the United Kingdom Embassy and CAFAO. In 2006 we
received 70 anonymous phone calls by
the help of the customs "Open Line",
and precentage of the uncovered offences and additional payments realized
by the citizens calls is 15%. In EU countries percentage is 5-7%.
Signing of the Memorandum of Understanding with "Barska plovidba" company is ongoing. In line with that Memo-
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randum, Customs Administration will be
receiving data on the goods and passengers before the ships sail into the port,
and that way risk analysis will be made
in advance. After that signing, there will
be also made Memorandum of Understanding with air companies. Besides, Intelligence Department made contacts
with all Intelligence Departments of the
regional customs services, which enables good cooperation and quality information exchange in the region.
- OTHER ACTIVITIES
In 2006 there was made Guide for
Access to Information possessed by the
Customs Administration, which is also
exposed on the notice board and Customs Administration web site. Based on
the requests for free access to information, 19 decisions were made with total
of 26 requested information in possession of this state entity. All the submitted requests are timely processed and
Decisions were made as well as requested information to the requests submitters in deadlines envisaged by the Law
on Free Access to Information. Decisions made and submitted information
were not objected by the requests submitters. At the same time, there was made a Rule Book on Resolving of the Customs Officers Housing Needs, which is
adopted and published, and the Housing Commission is appointed. Numerous Tenders were realized, and tender
procedure was well finalized.
535 customs officers are employed
in the Customs Administration. Their
vocational training and specialization is
given special attention. 52 vocational
trainings were relized in the country
and abroad. 341 officers passed through these trainings. In order to satisfy
personnel renewal, there is defined
Programme directed to 100 new employees-trainees. Programme is realized by
receiving 92 officers, and most of them
are trainees with University degree. We
count to recruit them into a good future personnel for our service.
Organization CAFAO gave an expert assistance also due to the total implementation and training of the employees of the Audit Department in or-
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der to carry out independent internal
auditing, where the training result is a
modern work solution providing stabile framework for realization of that department function. There was made documentation that represents guidelines
for the work of the Internal Audit, such
as: Handbook for Internal Audit, Instruction on the Scope and Methodology of the Audit Working Performance
in the Customs Administration, Internal
Audit Charter, Guide for Managers Internal Audit and Working Framework
of the Professional Practice.
- PUBLIC REPRESENTATION
in 2006, general public was regularly informed on all actualities by organizing press conferences, participation in
TV programmes and by giving statements of the customs officers. 4 regular
press conferences were held, on which
business results were presented, and 3
extraordinary conferences: due to the
launching of media campaign for the
customs "Open Line", due to the introduction of the electronic running of business and due to the Risk Report Presentation and Seminar for prevention
of mass destruction weapon spreading
in the sea ports.
At the press conferences, general
public was also informed on all new
projects and other actualities. Violations discovered in the field were presented to the public in the form of information, which were regularly published by the press along with the adequate photos. In electronic media, i.e. TV
stations, beside press conferences, working performance of the Customs Administration was represented by live
programmes, which guests were customs service representatives, or by making programmes and giving statements on the ground. International engaging of the managers, participations
at the conferences abroad and results
of such activities were all presented to
the public in the form of information or
statements.
In 2006 media was especially interested in following topics: work of the
customs "Open Line", possible changes
in the customs procedures before referendum, smuggling and transgressions.

According to all mentioned, Customs
Administration was represented in media in 2006 with 145 positive information, 22 neutral and 16 negative ones. In
previous 2005, 142 positive information
were published, 38 neutral and 32 negative ones. As part of the customs service image improving in the public, there is also data that number of negative
information is double reduced. In this
context, it's important to remind that
respondents of the survey conducted
in Montenegro on initiative of the
World Bank, estimated that corruptness
of the customs service is at lower medium level, which also contributes claim
that customs service image got improved in the public. Public is informed on
the work of the customs service, projects and other actualities through web
site www.vlada.cg.yu/carine. A new
Working Group has been recently established for dealing with data updating.
- CONCLUSION
Customs service efficiently accomplishes tasks defined by the Government Programme and regulations,
which is also proved by mentioned business indicators for 2006. Activites are
mainly realized in line with EU, SCO
and STO standards, because undisturbed turnover of the goods in safer international trade is one of the principal
conditions for economic prosperity,
and it all contributes to the enhancing
of credibility and legality at work. International cooperation will continue on
the basis of the already signed Agreements on customs cooperation, as also
on the basis of other activities along
with many projects realization and customs officers education.
Next year, in accordance with the
Work Programme of the Government
of Montenegro, Customs Administration will deal with important tasks related to payment, integrity enhancing,
customs territory protection and gray
economy prevention.
We believe that customs service will
not only accomplish the tasks, but also
exceed the plan.
Director,
MIODRAG RADUSINOVIĆ
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BUDGET SECTOR - 2006
One of the important hypothesis for stabile finances of
the state and its functioning is legal regulation of public
expenditure in accordance with the world standards.
Stability of a financial system depends on its capability to
respond requests of the time within which its functions
should be realized. If these functions are not totally implemented in the laws and other regulations, which regulate
finances, it is necessary to adjust regulations and system to
the actual situation.
It was continued with budget system reforms in 2006, so
that following programmes were implemented in the Law
on Budget of the Republic of Montenegro for 2007:
1. Capital Budget of the Republic of Montenegro is introduced as a constituent part of the annual law on budget and
it is first time that it is presented separately from the current
budget. Implementation of the Capital Budget was preceeded
by budget sector employees training at domestic and abroad
seminars, elaboration of the guidelines for expenditure units
regarding elaboration of the requests for capital budget, close
cooperation with capital budget realizers - Directorate for
Traffic/Transportation and Directorate for Public Works, all
along with permanent expert assistance of the US Treasury
counsellors. Change of the State Body Law on Budget was
necessary in order to enable different conceiving of annual
law on budget - on current and capital budget.
2. Programme budget is enlarged and implemented on 17
budget users. The start of programme budget implementation
is envisaged by the Economic Reforms Agenda for
Montenegro 2002-2007. On the basis of the tasks from the
Agenda, process of programme budgeting started in 2004, and
programme budget was made for two budget users in 2004:
J Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Transportation
J Penitentiary Sanctions Institute
Programme budget for 2005 was made for additional
four budget users:
J Ministry of Education and Science,
J Institute for Schooling,
J Ministry of Tourism and Environment
J Tourist Organization of Montenegro
Programme budget for 2006 was made for additional
five budget users:
J Agency for National Security,
J Ministry of Culture and Media,
a) Montenegrin National Theatre;
b) Royal theatre "Zetski Dom"

J State Audit Institution,
J Directorate for State Roads, and for
J Examination Centre
Programme budget for 2007 was made for two budget
users:
J Tax Administration and
J Customs Administration.
Basic aim of programme budget implementation is quality planning strategy for realization of valid aims, as well as
more precise programme formulating and activities by
which these aims shall be realized.
3. Medium-term framework of public expenditure for
next three years (by economic classification) is presented in
the budget explanation. In the same part, Fund for
Development and Fund for Compensation are included for
the first time.
4. A new "Rule Book on the manner of reporting on
planned and realized incomes and expenditures of the
municipalities budgets and budget indebtedness of municipalities" is made, which started to be effective on 1 January
2007. This Rule Book creates assumptions for establishing of
the efficient and quality reporting by local self-governments, due to the fact that complete data on all self-governments' activities were not available in previous period.
5. Within the project of integrated budget management,
a new software for preparation and planning of the current
and capital budget is implemented, and work on establishing the module for GNP estimation as a constituent part of
the software has started, and it will provide better efficiency
in sector's working performance and it'll contribute to more
quality servicing of all budget users needs.

BUDGET SECTOR
NIKOLA VUKIĆEVIĆ, M.A.
Deputy Minister
SLOBODANKA POPOVIĆ,
Coordinator of the Department for Budget Operations
STANKO JEKNIĆ, ph.D.
Coordinator of the Department for Macroeconomic
Analysis and Cooperation with International Institutions
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Membership of the Republic
of Montenegro in
International Financial
organizations
The renewed statehood and independence marked a new beginning for the Republic of Montenegro. This, at the same time, implies inherited obligations. By the
Resolution on Proclaiming the Independence of the Republic of Montenegro (Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro No. 36/06) adopted on the session of
the Assembly of the Republic of Montenegro as of June 3rd 2006, it was, apart from
other things, determined that the Republic
of Montenegro with its full, international
legal status, would apply and take over international contracts and agreements
which had been concluded and which were entered by the State Community Serbia
and Montenegro and which concern
Montenegro and are in accordance with
the current legal system.
After renewing of statehood, membership in the international financial institutions appeared as one of the pending issues. Thus a need appeared for entering
an agreement with Serbia. That agreement
were supposed to be acceptable for the international financial institutions, first of
all, for International Monetary Fund and
for the World Bank.
For the purpose of implementation of
the above mentioned, representatives of
the Republic of Montenegro and the Republic of Serbia on July 10th 2006 signed
the Agreement between the Republic of
Serbia and the Republic of Montenegro
on Regulating Membership in the International Financial Organizations and Delimitation of Financial Rights and Obligations
(Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro No. 45/06) which prescribed that
Republic of Serbia should continue membership of the state community in the in-
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ternational financial organizations. Republics defined the way of taking over of the
allocated and non-allocated credit arrangements which were taken over on the basis of international contracts and agreements.
After signing of the above mentioned
Agreement, Prime Minister of the Government of the Republic of Montenegro, submitted on July 12th 2006, request for enrolling of the Republic of Montenegro into
the World Bank group e.g. into the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International Development
Association, International Finance Corporation and Multilateral Agency for Guaranteeing of Investments was submitted by
the Prime Minister of the Government of
the Republic of Montenegro as of July
17th 2006.
Simultaneously, through a number of
meetings and communications, the activities were initiated in relation to regulation
of the membership in the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development EBRD. The whole procedure was ended
in a very short term and the EBRD Board
of Governors at its session from October
25th 2006 confirmed that the Republic of
Montenegro fulfilled the requirements for
the acceptance into the membership of
the Bank. After that, General Secretary of
the Bank issued a certificate that the Republic of Montenegro became the member
of the European Bank for the Reconstruction and development, retroactively as of
June 3rd 2006. By the Government Resolution, Minister of Finance was appointed
to be the Governor of the Republic of
Montenegro in the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Accor-

Jadranka Radunović

ding to the bank procedure it was decided
that Montenegro should get 400 shares
which required effecting payment amounting to eur 1.050.000. The funds were
provided by the awarded Swiss constituence grant after, by the Government Decision, Montenegro became a member of
this constituence.
Procedure of satisfying the requirements for the acceptance of Montenegro
into the membership of IMF and World
Bank group was much more complicated.
In the parliament procedure the Law
on Membership of the Republic of Montenegro in the International Monetary Fund
and other Financial Organizations (Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro No. 66/6) was adopted as of October
26th 2006. Adoption of this law represents
a part of the procedure which must be fulfilled by each country in order to access
International Monetary Fund and World
Bank. In line with the above mentioned
law, Montenegro accepted membership
in the International Monetary Food (IMF),
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD), International
Finance Corporation (IFC), International
Association for Development (IDA) and
Multilateral Association for Guaranteeing
of Investments (MIGA). The Law stipulated that fiscal agent of the Republic of
Montenegro in the World Bank should be
Ministry of Finance and that the Republic
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After adopting of the law and the performed IMF mission, IMF Council identified the quota which amounted to 27,5
special Drawing Rights - SPR as well as the
obligation of Montenegro to pay 24% out
of its inscribed capital in SDRs or in the
currency used in Montenegro. Montenegro ought to pay these funds within six
months as of the day when its membership in IMF become approved through
the voting procedure.
After the Government of the Republic
of Montenegro accepted the proposed
quota, IMF Board of Governors adopted
membership of Montenegro in that international financial institution by which the
last formal step for the official acceptance
of Montenegro was made.
It was announced that official acceptance of Montenegro into the membership and ceremony of signing the IMF Statute should be held on January 18th 2007
in Washington.
After becoming the IMF member
Montenegro will meet necessary requirements for its membership in the World
Bank group.
Montenegro was informed and it approved the proposed quotas for the membership in the World Bank affiliations
(IFC, IDA, IBRD and MIGA). The agreed
quotas for the World Bank affiliations are
as follows:

amounting to 566.985 USD which will be
paid in the following way: 10% amounting
to 56.689,50 USD and 90% (510.286,50
USD) in the currency which is applied in
Montenegro, in cash or by issuing securities.
b) Optional inscription of capital shall
be paid in the equivalent amount of
150.729 USD in the currency which is applied in Montenegro.
Membership status in IFC requires
payment of 1.035.000 USD in the moment
of acceptance in IFC on behalf of the mandatory inscription of capital on the basis
of 1,035 shares, each share amounting to
1,000 USD.
Membership status in MIGA requires
payment of 660.020 USD in the moment
of acceptance in IFC on the basis of 61
share. 20% of this amount should be paid
in the following way: 10% ought to be paid
in cash in the applicable currency and
10% with the promissory note (own draft)
denominated in its own currency.
Ministry of Finance has been implementing its final activities aimed at obtaining membership of Montenegro in the
World Bank group. They are related to the
obligation of signing the agreement between the World Bank affiliation and Montenegro about taking over of the rights
and obligations on the basis of the previous contracts and agreements which the
Community of Serbia and Montenegro
had concluded with the World Bank and
which concern Montenegro.
After implementation of activities
prescribed in the procedures of the above
mentioned financial organizations it is expected that during January 2007 Montenegro should become the World Bank member and affiliation.

Membership status in IBRD-u requires:
a) Mandatory inscription of capital on
the basis of 438 shares amounting to
120.635 USD per share. It was stipulated
that 6% of shares should be paid in the following way: 0,60% amounting to 317.029
USD and 5,40% (2.854.259 USD) in the
currency used in Montenegro, in cash or
by issuing securities and
b) Optional inscription of capital on
the basis of 250 shares which doesn't require payment in the moment when the
inscription of capital was effected.
Membership status in IDA requires:
a) Mandatory inscription of capital

IMF membership is important for the
state from the several aspects. State automatically gets higher credibility in international circles and on the basis of the IMF
report, international investors get information whether the state is risky for the foreign investments and what kind of policy
is lead by the state.
International Monetary Fund is an international organization consisting of 184
member states. It is in charge of the global
financial supervision system through the
interest rates and payment balance. It is also in charge of providing technical and financial assistance. The IMF evaluation of

should be represented in IFC, IDA, IBRD
and MIGA by the Minister of Finance as
Governor. Central Bank of Montenegro
was appointed to be fiscal agent of the Republic in IMF and Chairman of the Central
Bank Council was appointed to be the Governor who represents the Republic in
IMF.

the quality of economic policy in the state
shall be the signal to the foreign investors
whether to invest in Montenegro or not.

Department for International
Cooperation and
EU Integrations
Jadranka Radunović,
Coordinator of the Department

1- SDR nije valuta, već obračunska jedinica, odnosno vještački stvoreno sredstvo plaćanja u međunarodnim finansijskim transakcijama, određeno pravilima MMF-a.
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Montenegro's membership
in the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank
WASHINGTON, 18 JANUARY, 2007
Montenegro became a member of the World Bank
Group after Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić had signed
the Articles of Agreement of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). In addition to
the membership in this financial institution, Montenegro

also joined International Development Association
(IDA), International Finance Corporation (IFC) and Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA).
Minister of Finance of the Government of the Republic of Montenegro Igor Lukšić,PhD who pays visit to Washington on the occasion of realization of Montenegro's
membership in the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, International Development Association,
International Finance Corporation and Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency) signed original Articles of
Agreement of the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and deposited with the US Government an Instrument of Acceptance of the IBRD Articles
of Agreement at the ceremony held on 18 January 2007
in Washington.
On the same day, Minister Lukšić also signed original
Articles of Agreement of the International Finance Corporation and International Development Association
and original Convention establishing Multilateral Invest-
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ment Guarantee Agency at the headquarters of the World
Bank and deposited Instruments of Acceptance of IFC
and IDA Articles of Agreement and Instrument of Ratification of MIGA Convention with the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development.
Following the signing ceremony, Minister Lukšić said
that Montenegro's membership in the World Bank was a
historic event for the country and its citizens.
"We strongly believe that co-operation with these institutions will also contribute to Montenegro's becoming
recognized as a state conducting a policy aimed at increasing living standards of its citizens in a short and longterm period. It is in the interest of each policy, including
our Government policy as well ", said Minister Lukšić.
With accession of Montenegro, the number of member states was increased to 185 in IBRD, 166 in IDA, 179
in IFC, and 170 in MIGA. According to the statement from
the World Bank, "apart from financial and research support provided to the Government of Montenegro from
IDA and IBRD funds, the World Bank Group will provide
further support through IFC and MIGA for the purpose
of encouraging investments in the private sector of Montenegro ". World Bank assistance will be primarily focused on providing support to Montenegro in its EU integration process; promotion of development and creation
of new jobs through investments in tourism infrastructure in conformity with principles of sustainable development and environmental protection.
Minister of Finance Igor Lukšic, PhD was appointed
Montenegrin Governor in the World Bank Group.
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WASHINGTON, 19 JANUARY 2007
In the framework of the IMF and World Bank accession program, Montenegrin Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD also met with the IMF Managing Director Rodrigo de Rato, IMF Deputy Managing Director Murilo Portugal and senior officials of the Fund.
The talks were focused on types of further co-operation and contents of new arrangement under which IMF
wanted to support the economic policy of the Government. Minister of Finance had also brief talks with the
World Bank President, Paul Wolfowitz, and Bank Management about activities concerning new assistance of the
WB to Montenegrin reform process.
Minister Lukšić has sent today a letter to the Dutch Minister of Finance Gerrit Zalm, applying for membership
in the constituency chaired by the Netherlands. In addition to the Netherlands, the members of the constituency
are Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Georgia,
Croatia, Israel, Cyprus, Macedonia, Moldova and Ukraine.

covered. He also noted that the country has increasingly
become the focus of investor interest. ..." [The Associated
Press/Factiva]
De Rato further pointed out that "[T]he future holds
many challenges. Achieving a sustained increase in prosperity will require sound economic management, in order to establish the conditions for economic growth and
stability - not least in harnessing the benefits of strong foreign direct investment and tourism for the country's future development." [Xinhua (China)/Factiva]
Montenegrin TV notes that "…The original IMF statute
and World Bank convention were signed by the Montenegrin Finance Minister and Central Bank Council President, Igor Luksic and Ljubisa Krgovic respectively. … With
its membership in the IMF and World Bank Montenegro
has completed its integration into the global economic
system and has won the right to apply for financial aid like all the other members of these organizations. … Membership in the IMF is very important because with the
help of this international organization's program's Montenegro will accelerate its journey to the European
Union, Krgovic pointed out. … Luksic believes that membership in the IMF and World Bank is of exceptional importance for Montenegro because of its future ratings,
and that it is an excellent signal to all potential investors
who are prepared to invest in Montenegro. …" [Montenegrin TV/Factiva]
"… Montenegro's quota, or stake in the IMF, was set at
$41.2 million out of a total of $325 billion of the 185 members. … The World Bank said it is developing a new four
year strategy for Montenegro to help shore up public finances and to encourage private sector investments. 'The
strategy, which is expect to be completed by mid-2007, is
likely to focus on supporting Montenegro on the path toward European Union membership; promoting growth
and jobs through investments in environmentally sustainable tourism infrastructure, along with other high priority infrastructure needs; and supporting government efforts to strengthen and streamline social services such as
health and education,' the Bank said." [Agence France
Presse/Factiva]

PRESS CLIP
"Montenegro has joined the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, boosting each institution's total membership to 185 countries. /web.worldbank.org/
The Balkan republic of 620,000 people became Europe's newest country last summer after its voters supported a split from Serbia in a May referendum. … Both the
IMF and the World Bank made separate announcements
about Montenegro's membership on Thursday. IMF chief
Rodrigo de Rato said the country's transition to independence has been impressive and economic activity has re-

Spokesperson,
ANA MILJANIĆ
Assistant to the spokesperson,
BILJANA BATAKOVIĆ
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Montenegro in
Partnership for peace
- transparency of the
defence budget
Predrag Stamatović

Acceptance of the Republic of Montenegro in NATO Programme "Partnership
for Peace" is a big recognition for all efforts
that were undertaken in the reform of the
defence system in last two years. Analyses
done before Montenegro was invited to join Partnership for Peace, showed that there
was made a significant progress, especially
in security sector financing, with good
chances to achieve NATO standards completely in upcoming period.
Reforms in financial part of the defence system started in 2005, and they were intensified in the budget year of 2006, as well
as in the endorsed budget for the year 2007.
From chronological point of view, reforms steps were as follows:
J Reduction of the paid personnel in
the defence system was continued, and in
the period 2005-2006 number of the permanently employed decreased for 3.160,
which makes 51%, and at the beginning of
2007 total number was around 3.000 persons;
J Social programme of redundancy
personnel in the Army has been completely financed;
J Stability in defence system financing
has been achieved;
J Even before proclamation of the independence of Montenegro, there had
been established a special state body for
defence system financing and that way, financing logistics was provided independently from Belgrade. After establishing
the Ministry of Defence, this body has been
intagrated as a part of this Ministry;
J Many locations and facilities, which
had been used by the Army, were left
(abandoned), so that it influenced decrease of the costs;
J By selling a part of the military property, which was not needed for the Army
functioning, there were realized incomes,
which have been used, through the budget,
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according to the government's decision,
for social programme and payment of the
Army arrears;
J Military pensions payment for about
3.000 beneficiaries was taken over, in a way
that Fund for Social Insurance of Military
Insurees unilaterally stopped further payment in second half of 2005. Military pensions were excluded from the Defence
Budget for 2007 and they got included in
the Fund for Pension and Disability Insurance of the Republic of Montenegro;
J Two unprofitable military incomebased institutions got liquidated. These institutions existed in defence system and instead of profit, they were producing only
losses, and about 200 employees from there have been taken care of through appropriate social programme;
J Procedure for privatization of some
institutions from the defence system was
initiated. One of these institutions had already been privatized (MTRZ "Sava Kovacevic" - Tivat), while procedure is ongoing for
another institution of budget type (Centre
of Military-Medicine Institutions Meljine);
J Real estates, which are necessary for
Army functioning, will be defined through
the activities of the Government Commission, as also procedure regarding property
that the Army doesn't need.
When planning and financing the defence system, the Republic of Montenegro
is oriented to the established standards,
which are valid for Euro-Atlantic integrations. First of all, it is referred to the percentage of appropriating funds from GNP and
structure of the defence budget costs.
It can be stated that Montenegro, in this
sense, already approached NATO standards, which is illustrated by the fact that in
last three years disbursements for defence
decreased from 2,45% of GNP in 2005 to
2,04% of the estimated GNP in 2007. Revi-

M.A. Mijajlo Savović

ew of the defence disbursements is given
in the following chart.
Review of the defence disbursements
in period 2005-2007

Also, structure of the expenditures in
defence budget is on good way to be adjusted to the standards, which are valid in this
sphere. The achieved results are vey important, which could be seen in the following
chart.
Expenditures structure for defence in
period 2005-2007

Besides, transparency in planning and
spending of the funds for defence system
is provided, as well as procurement of the
money only within the state budget.
Certainly, support of the countries to
which Montenegro, by accession to the NATO programme - "Partnership for Peace",
became a partner, would be very valuable
all in order to have successful course and finalization of the defence system reform, in
the situation when needs exceed possibilities.

PREDRAG STAMATOVIĆ,
Advisor of the Minister
MIJAJLO SAVOVIĆ, MA,
Advisor for the Defence Budget
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Legislative activity
of the Ministry of
Finance during
the year 2006
PREAMBLE
Through adopting and implementation of the laws, strategies and current
programmes, with the assistance of international community, Montenegro achieved significant success in all areas during
the year 2006. If we look at its legislative
activity, Ministry of Finance, in accordance with its capital strategies which had
been set up in the previous period aimed
at overall development, has drafted more
than 60 laws (certain number of draft
laws are currently in the Government or
Parliament procedure), furhtermore - more than hundred bylaws, regulations, decrees, rule books etc. In this proces a great number of Analyses, evaluations and
studies was prepared. They had preceeded drafting of almost all laws.
- THE KEY LEGAL PROJECTS FROM
THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE WORK
PROGRAMME FOR THE YEAR 2006.
Proposal of the Law on Property/Legal Relations, included in the Agenda of
Government of Montenegro for 2007.
By adopting the Law on Property/Legal Relations Montenegro shall entirely
regulate general legal system of matters
and rights which shall enable holders of
these rights, in relation to the real rights,
to have the same scope of rights as citizens of other states of Europe.
This law proposal also governs the issues related to the condominium property, fiduciary transfer of the rights on property and mortgage, which enabled systemic character of the legal texst, makes easier the insight into the subject laid down
by the regulations as well as the very regulation.

The Konstantinović model was mainly used for the purpose of formulating of
legal norms while drafting of the Proposal of this Law. The Proposal is characterized with the clarity, readability clearness
and elegancy of the legal text. The best
comparative law experience, adjusted to
our situation and harmonized with the international standards in this area were
used for this purpose.
Proposal of this law has clearly defined the real rights' subjects, objects and
principles as well as the general principles they are based on (determination,
prohibition of the real rights' misuse, restrictions of the property rights etc). Legal
conception of the property was defined
as well as social function of the property,
possibility and way of restricting of property. Other real rights (officialdom, real
burden and pledge, state property rights
etc) were also idenitified. Furthermore,
the law regulated issues of acquiring and
ceasing of the property law on the basis
of the legal affair, by inheriting, by the decision of the state body in a way, under
conditions set up by the law and so on.
Issues of the co-ownership rights,
common ownership rights and condominium ownership rights are specially regulated by the law. The issues related to the
right of officialdom, personal officialdom
and rights of neighbours are certainly stipulated in the appropriate way. The possession actual as factical power over the
things, has also been stipulated by this
law. Adopting the property codification
represents important government issue.
Law on Property must be put into implementation in order to become the right of
practice. Each new period of time requires new solutions. We are positive that

Ana Miljanić

this law will meet the new requirements
which will appear in time.
Proposal of the Law on State Property
is under the Government procedure included in the Agenda of Government
of Montenegro for 2007.
While preparing of the text of this law,
together with other regulations from that
area, legislation governing property and
property rights has been completed.
By setting norms for specific solutions in the Proposal of the Law on State
Property, basic intenion was to define all
concepts in this area and set up clear authorizations concerning the right to dispose, manage, use, exchange etc on the state
property, to ensure evidence and assumption of the state property and constitute bodies with the intention to manage and protect this property (the institution in charge for the property and inspector for the state property).
The proposed law clearly defined concepts of disposing, using and managing
state property and their meanings were
made clear. Also the procedure of the recording the state property was stipulated
as well as establishing of the Property Register which is a special obligation and responsibility of the relevant bodies of the
Republic and municipality which use state
property or perform supervision over that
property (state property which is regulated with special laws like the Law on Coastal Zone, Law on Roads, Law on Forests,
Law on Waters etc).
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The Law on State Survey and Cadastre, adopted by the Government of the
Republic of Montenegro is now in the
Parliament procedure
The reasons for adopting of this law
are contained, first of all in the need for removing certain problems and defects
which had been noticed in the previous
implementation of the applicable Law on
State Survey and Cadastre and Inscription
of the Rights to Real Estate which means improving and modernizing of current solutions and further incorporating of the
Europan norms and standards. By implementation of this Law over the entire territory of Montenegro, the following things
will be ensured in a modern and high quality way: safety of property and lease; protection of the state interest; guarantees for
obtaining of credit; basis for taxation of
land and property; monitoring of the land
market; cecreasing of the conflict of interest; implementation of the land reform;
enhancing of the town planning and leading of the land policy with the statistic
data system.
The Law on Changes and Amendments of the Law on Expropriation
Changes and amendments of the current Law on Expropriation adopted by
the Parliament of the Republic of Montenegro by middle of the year 2006, enabled adjustment and improving of norms
governing the issue of entrance into the
real estate, ensuring of appropriate market remuneration to the former owners
for the expropriated real estate as well as
the rights of the expropriation beneficiaries (on the basis of the ensured market
price for remuneration for the former
proprietor) to obtain appropriate rights
to recording property and entering into
the possession of the expropriated real
estates.
Changes and ammendments of the
law enabled harmonization with the Constitution of the Republic of Montenegro
in a way that that they stipulated that inscription of the property rights to the expropriated real estate is to carried out on
the basis of the valid ruling on expropriation and documented evidence on paid
remuneration. Such ruling unlike previous one, enabled maximum protection for
the former owner of the expropriated real estate so that expropriation beneficiary
shall be disabled to transfer property
right to himself/herself and to enter into
the possession of the expropriated land
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until the former owner (in accordance
with the applicable ruling on expropriation) gets remuneration which is determined on the basis of market prices by the
state institution - Directorate for Real Estate. On the other hand, expropriation beneficiary is also protected from the possible, occurring relatively often, obstruction from the former owner as, regardless
to his/her possible disagreement with the
ruling on expropriation and the amount
of the determined remuneration, he/she
shall acquire right to transfer property
right and enter into possession on the basis on the applicable ruling on expropriation and on the basis of payment of the
market remuneration determined by the
unbiased state institution in charge.
Ammendments of the Law also enabled carrying out of the terminology harmonization with other applicable regulations. Also, certain interventions were made aimed at improving the very procedure of identifying market value of the expropriated real estate and depositing of
these funds during the expropriation procedure, at the state institution in charge,
which makes an additional security measure for the former owner.
With the changes and ammendments
of this law, second instance procedure
from the area of expropriation was displaced from the Directorate for Real Estates
to the Ministry of Finance.
Bylaws for this Law encompassed
drafting and publishing in the Official Gazette: "Manual on Way and Procedure of
Payment of the Funds from the Expropriation Deposit Account".
Public Procurement Law was adopted
in the Parliament of the Republic of Montenegro in July.
New Public Procurement Law was
harmonized with the EU Directives, international practice and legal solutions of
the countries in the region which will have a significant influence upon implementation of one of the Aqui Communitaire basic principles: free flow of the
goods, services and capital in a way that
the conditions will be provided for the
fair market competition and ensuring the
best value for the invested money. The
areas with the problems in implementation, which were differently interpreted
are now stipulated more precisely: public
procurement methods, rights protection
procedure etc. Apart from that, appeal

procedure is stipulated in detail as well as
the scope of persons with an active legitimity as well as the procedure before the
first instance body and procedure before
the State Commission, the terms in which
the objection and complaints may be submitted, decisions-making procedure and
kind of decisions. The resolution of the
State commission shall be valid and shall
exclude the right of initiating the administrative dispute from the reason that administration dispute takes too much time
and prolongs the public procurement
procedure which is urgent by its character. Persons who are actively legitimated
in the appeal procedure pursuant to the
Public Procurement Law, may obtain the
right of idemnification before regular
courts within the law suit.
Similar practice was laid down by the
legislations from the area of public procurement in the surrounding countreis. Recommendatons from the European partnership in relation to the public procurement include the obligation to provide
implementation of the consistent and efficient public procurement system in
Montenegro and ensure strengthening of
administrative capacity of the competent
public administration body and State
commission. Also, in accordance with the
Recommendations, it is necessary to ensure transparency of procedures regardless to the value of the contract in question and in such way, completely avoid
discrimination of the bidder. The above
mentioned recommendations are entirely incorporated into the text of the new
Public Procurement Law.
Bylaws - Pursuant to the Public Procurement Law, the following issues were
performed and published in the Official
Gazette:
- Regulation on organization and way
of work of the state administration (by
which the Directorate for Public Procurement was established).
- The Rule Book on the profile and
way of issuing of the document which
will ensure regular paying of obligations
under public procurements.
- The Rule Book on methodology of
expressing criteria into the appropriate
number of points, way and procedure of
evaluation and comparison of the bids.
- Public procurement plan.
The Law on the Budget Final Account
of the Republic of Montenegro for the
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year 2005, adopted by the Parliament of
the Republic of Montenegro in November
Budget consumption policy for the
year 205 was aimed at decreasing of the
budget deficit e.g. at funding of budgetary expenditures from the real resources.
Therefore it was aimed at making balance
between budgetary revenues and expenditures, stable functioning of all budget
beneficiaries, decreasing of the internal
debt, regular repayment of obligations on
the basis of the citizens' foreign exchange
saving and regular servicing of obligations toward international financial institutions. Regular servicing of obligations
toward international financial institutions
is very important from the aspect of credit rating of Montenegro. In implementation of these goals consequent applying
of the reformed taxation system, improved financial discipline and more efficient collection of fiscal dutier had special
importance. Money management through the treasure system enabled budget
consumption rationalization within the
public finance system, minimizing of
costs on the basis of loans, higher stability in public consumption funding and adjusting of the public finance system to the
international standards. Priority in performing of budgetary obligations was related to the obligations in relation to funding of the state bodies' basic functions:
education, culture, social programme implementation, stimulating development
of agriculture and tourism as strategic
branches of the industrial development
of Montenegro, implementation of the
public works programme, crediting of
small and medium enterprises and encouraging their competitive capacities,
maintaining, construction and reconstruction of state roades, regular servicing
of international debts and decreasing of
the internal debt.
The Law on Budget of the Republic of
Montenegro for the year 2007, adopted in
December 2006
Assumption related to the public consumption of the Republic of Montenegro
for the year 2007 was made on the basis
of the expected GNP growth for the year
2007, data on public consumption within
the period 2001-2006 and real changes
that are related to the set of the laws from
the area of fiscal policy, first of all, Income
Tax Law and Law on VAT as well as on the
basis of all other legal regulations gover-

ning the work of the state administration
bodies, out-of-budget funds and other state subjects. For the first time the Law on
Budget also contains capital budget separated from the current one, where the
most important capital projects in the
year 2007 which will be funded by the
budget, are systematically processed.
The assumed amount of the GNP for
the year 2007 amounts to 2,004 million
euro. Public consumption for the year
2007 was envisaged at the level of 42,85%
of GNP. However, after deducting capital
budget amounting 1,69% of GNP, the result is 41,16% of GNP which is in accordance with the Government strategic guidelines about relative decrease of public
consumption in GNP which shall reach
35% until the end of the year 2011.
Also, in relation to the year 2006, this
represents a decrease of approximately
2% although Budget was nominally increased. The biggest amount of the public
consumption is related to the budget of
the Republic of Montenegro which amounts (without debt repayment) 578,26
million eur, then Pension Fund Budget:
200.71 million eur, Healthcare Fund:
115.92eur, Employment Agency: 19.65 eur
and local government budgetary expenditures: 89.7 million eur. After second level of consolidation, the overall amount
of the public consumption is 858.79 eur
e.g. 824.88 eur. After deducting of capital
budget, budget suficit amounts 10.7 million eur or 0,54% GNP while the consolidated budget suficit amounts 12.06 million eur or 0.6% GNP. Capital expenditure
on the level of consolidated public consumption amounts 101.31 million eur or
5.06% of GNP.
The envisaged amount of total revenues of the budget of the Republic of
Montenegro for the year 2007 was 616.86
million eur out of which current revenues
amounted 583.48 million eur while other
revenues amounted to 33.38 million eur.
As for the current revenues the most important items are VAT: 297.14 eur, excise
tax: 79.37 million eur, personal income
tax: 66.12 million eur and custom duties:
60.66 million eur .
Compared with the year 2006 the overal revenues of the budget were increased
by 84.86 million eur.
Favourable fiscal indicators which
characterized the year 2006, percentage
of implementation of the current revenues in relation to the plan is 13% which,
according to the assumptions, will be con-

tinued in the year 2007 with the somewhat slower growth trend. However, assumptions show that in the next year budget will also be balanced and that current
consumption will be completely covered
with the current revenues, which means
that there will be no need for indebtedness of the funds. At the capital budget,
indebtedness of funds was envisaged on
the basis of the project loans from EIB
amounting to 11 million and the withdrawal of the already signed loans from EIB,
EBRD and the World Bank.
The overal revenues are allocated to
the current budget expenditures amounting 582.95 million eur and capital budget amounting 33.91 million eur.
While envisaging budget expenditure, Government especially took into consideration necessity to implement the
programme goals of the Ministry, other
state government bodies, judiciary system and legislative authorities, taking special care that priority should be: servicing
of international obligations which had
been agreed on the basis of indebtedness
and those obligations the implementation of which will start in the year 2007.
Law on Control over the State Assistance, in the Parliament procedure
Establishing of the regulatory and institutional framework for the control over
the state assistance in Montenegro stopped the previous practice in which the
state assistance allocation had been regulated by individual acts without stipulated
terms and rules for preparation and granting the state assistance as well as without
mechanisms of the contol over granting
and utilization, additional approving and
returning of the state assistance.
The Law on Control over the State Assistance covered general conditions and
rules for preparation, granting, control of
granting and utilization, additional approving and returning of the state assistance
which will enable: gradual abolishing of
all kinds of state assistance which violate
or threaten to violate market competition
by giving advantage to some companies
or products which is appraised on the basis of the rules on market competition in
EU (articles 81,82,86,87) of the Agreement on Establishing EU, founding an independent operatonal body authorized
for the supervision and control within the
procedure of granting and utilization, additional approving and returning of the
state assistance, which will be authorized
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to evaluate programme and individual
state assistance as well as to initiate return
of state assistance which was illegaly approved.
Also, building of the transparent system of the state power control itself has
the important positive effects concerning
creation of economic policy, rational
planning of the state budget and managing budget deficit, easier reporting and
more efficient cooperation with international organizations with which Montenegro has financial arrangements.
J Legislative activity of the Ministry
of Finance within the Department for industry, finance, international cooperation
and games of chances during the year
2005 and 2006 in accordance with the
Programme of the Government of the Republic of Montenegro encompassed the
following:
The Law Foreign Current and Capital
operation; The Law on Bills of exchange;
The Law on Changes and Amendments
on Preventing of Money Laundering and
Terrorism Financing; The Law on Financial Leasing: The Law on Taking Over Shareholding Companies; The Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law on Protection of Deposits; The Law on Accounting and Audit; The Law on Changes and
Amendments to the Law on Securities:
Proposal of the Law on Insurance (adopted on the session of the Government of
the Republic of Montenegro as of December 1st 2005 and put into the Parliament
procedure); Proposal of the Law on Voluntary Pension Funds (adopted on the

session of the Government of RCG as of
July 27th 2006 and put in Parliament procedure); Proposal of the Law on Disbursement of the Foreign Exchange Savings
which had been deposited at the authorized banks with HQs out of the Republic of
Montenegro (addressed to the Commission to be discussed and adopted); Proposal of the Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law on Non-Govenmental
Organizations (drafting of the material for
the Commission is in the course).
J Bylaws: The Law on Criteria on Determining of Beneficiaries and the Way of
Distributing the Part of the Income of the
Games of Chances was adopted and published in the Official Gazette of the RCG
No.: 56/05 as of August 3rd 2005.
J Rule Books: With the adopted Law
on Games of Chances (Official Gazette
RCG No. 52/04 as of August 2nd 2004)
submission of the bylaws was envisaged
for the year 2005. The bylaws were adopted and published in the Official Gazette
of the RCG No. 10/05 as follows: The Rule
Book on Spatial and Technical Requirements which must be Fulfilled by the Casino and the Rule Gook on Daily Calculation by the Games of Chances Individual
Table; The Rule Book on Spatial and Technical Requirements for Performing Games of Betting; The Rule Book on Spatial
and Technical Reqirements for the Slot
Machine - Club and Forms of the Report
for the Work and Inventory of the Dialer
Situation; The Rule Book on Spatial and
Technical Requirements for Perfoming of
Technical Check of the Slot Machine and
Tables for the Games of Chances.

INFORMING THE PUBLIC
Apart from the Work Programme and regulation which followed the Economic
Agenda Reforms, many projects were implemented and published. They contributed to the process of informing the public on the overall activities of the
Ministry of Finance and specific work segments like quarterly Bulletins encompassing capital reports - on the public debt, macro-fiscal situation and trends, actual changes in legislation, main projects and many other useful information.
We have published the Guide through the Tax Legislation of the Montenegro in electronic form, which enabled reviewing of the legislation with the corresponding useful comments for the easy and fast insight into the basic characteristics of the specific tax profiles within the Montenegro taxation system.
Montenegro started with the tax system reform as well as with the overall financial
system reform in the year 2001. Its basic goals were, first of all, directed to: stimulating domestic production and investments; making Montenegro more attractive
to the foreign investors; making the goods manufactured in Montenegro more
competitive at the foreign market; harmonizing of the taxation system with the EU
directives and international standards; making taxation system simplier, more efficient and easier for application. Publishing of the Guide through the Montenegro
Tax Legislation has been envisaged for February 2007 .
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Also, the Reports and Analyzes
were regularly prepared, for instance:
The Guidelines for Drafting of the
Capital Budget which identifies the
way and procedure of drafting the
capital budget for the purpose of the
more transparent fiancial reporting
and providing background for the
improved decision-making from the
area of economic policy, then, the
Report on the Situation with the Public
Debt of Montenegro (up to December
31st 2005) with the regard to implementation of the Debt Management
Strategy of the Republic in the year
2005, Analisys of the Tax Policy
Implementation for the year 2005, The
Report on the Consolidated Public
Consumption (central budget, out-ofthe-budget funds and municipalities)
in the year 2005 which is the basis for
processing the consolidated public
consumption indicators (central budget, out-of-the-budget funds and municipalities) in the year 2005, The Report
on Macro-fiscal Trends containing
indicators related to the macro-fiscal
trends, The Report on Implementation
of the Marco-fiscal Policy during the
first six months and proposing of the
macro-economial and fiscal policy
implementation during the first six
months as well as proposing of the fiscal policy goals and guidelines on the
basis of which the revenues and
expenditures for the next year are
envisaged etc.
Having in mind significant
progress and results achieved by
Montenegro during the year 2006 and
by constant leading of the appropriate
economic policy, encouraging the key
sectors - especially tourism, agriculture
and power industry as well as by the
continued legislative activity of the all
relevant system institutions, new bodies of the state administration were
developed and enhanced functionality of the current state administration
bodies towards higher adjustability of
the system to the needs of citizens,
business and the society as a whole.

Spokesperson of the
Ministry of Finance
ANA MILJANIĆ
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Key activities of the
Minister of Finance in 2006
30 December 2006: Membership of
the Republic of Montenegro in the
World Bank Group
Committees of the Governors of the
members of the World Bank Group, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International Financial Corporation and International Association
for Development adopted on 29 December 2006 a Resolution of
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, No.
582, Resolution of the International Financial Corporation No.214,
called “Membership of the Republic of Montenegro”, which enables Montenegro to become member of the Bank, the Corporation
and the Association. Adoption of the Resolution of the Multilateral
Agency for Guarantee of Investments, the fourth member of the
World Bank Group, by the Committee of the Agency’s Governors,
is expected by beginning of January. At the same time, Government
of the Republic of Montenegro has appointed minister of finance,
Dr Igor Luksic as a Governor of the Republic of Montenegro in the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, International Financial Corporation, International Association for Development and Multilateral Agency for Guarantee of Investments. Minister of finance, Dr Igor Luksic shall sign original statute of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in the United States Department and he shall deposit Instrument of the
acceptance of the Statute of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in the Government of the United States of
America at the ceremony that will be organized on 18 January 2007
in Washington. Minister of finance shall also sign original statutes
of the International Financial Corporation and International Association for Development as well as original Convention on establishment of Multilateral Agency for Guarantee of Investments in
headquarters of the World Bank, and he’ll deposit Instruments of
acceptance of the Statutes of the Corporation and Association as
well as Instrument of ratification of the Agency Convention in the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, on the
ceremonies of 18 January in Washington.
29 December 2006: Signed Agreement by the Government of
the Republic of Montenegro, Trade Union and the Union of the
Employers of Montenegro, as well as Decision on the lowest cost
of labour on the level of the Republic of Montenegro
Minimal cost of labour, base for salaries accounting in public
sector, will gradually increase in next year and it will be 55 EUR in
July, says the Agreement, which is signed today by representatives
of the government, Trade Union and Union of Employers. Document is signed by Prime Minister Zeljko Sturanovic, as well as by
presidents of the Trade Union and the Union of Employers, Danilo
Popovic and Predrag Mitrovic. Minimal cost of labour, which hasn’t
been changed since mid 2002, will increase on 52 EUR in January,
53 EUR in March and 55 EUR in July, while meal compensation and
holiday refund will still be 25 and 150 EUR. The Agreement envisages that by the end of the year Government should adopt changes

and supplements of the Decision on Establishing of the EconomicSocial Council, which, according to Mr. Sturanovic, has already
been done on Thursday. That Council will have seven representatives of social partners. According to the Agreement, newly formed
Council is in charge to submit to the Parliament the adjusted changes and supplements of the Law on Labour, the General Collective
Contract and to prepare draft laws on peaceful solving of the labour controversies and contributions, as well as on some other regulations.
20 December 2006: Statement of the Minister of Finance Igor
Lukšić following the Session of the
Government concerning the outcome of the social dialogue regarding
determination of the minimum labour price
…The Government suggested
today that labour price in the following year should be increased in
each quarter in order to reach 55
EUR from current 50EUR. Labour
price would be increased to 52 EUR
in the first quarter, 53EUR in the second quarter, 54EUR in the third
quarter and to 55 EUR in the fourth
quarter. According to such proposal, meal allowance would amount
25 EUR and reimbursement would amount 100EUR. As an alternative, the Government suggested that minimum labour price should
be 51EUR in the first four months next year, 53 EUR from May to
September and 55EUR for the rest of the year, with meal allowance
amounting 25 EUR and remuneration amounting 150EUR. It was
suggested that total monthly wage may not be less than 100 EUR.
20 December 2006: Agreement on implementation of software
for a unified collection of taxes and contributions in the Tax Administration signed today
Tax Administration of Montenegro will be provided with unified register for collection of taxes and contributions by end of
next year, based on the Agreement signed today between the Montenegrin Government and Slovenian company Hermes Softlab. The
Agreement amounting 1,22 million EUR, was signed in Podgorica
by Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić and President of the Managing
Board of the Hermes Softlab Peter Testen. Its implementation will
be funded from the World Bank interest-free credit which was approved to Montenegro two years ago for the support of pension reforms in Montenegro. “…By this Project, the Tax Administration
will be directly connected with registers of Health Insurance Fund,
Pension and Disability Insurance Fund, Commercial Court, Employment Agency, Payment Operations and citizens. Therefore, we
will ensure cut in administrative costs, avoid overlapping and administrative procedures and, what is relevant from the Ministry of Finance and Tax Administration point of view, we will facilitate the
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collection of taxes and contributions…”.
7 December 2006: Statement of the Minister of Finance Igor
Lukšić following the Session of the Montenegrin Government –
Draft Law on Tax Advisors
“…Tax advisors
are professionals
who should help the
taxpayers to act in
conformity with the
tax and customs regulations. Draft Law
on Tax Advisors has
been produced after
the German and Slovak models, and
shall be effective as
of July next year.
Plan and program for related exams to be passed by future tax advisors will be prepared in the meantime. In the beginning, the Ministry will give licenses to the tax advisors, while later on the licenses will be issued by the professional association of the Tax Advisors –the Chamber, once it is established…”
On the occasion of adoption of Information concerning settlement of liabilities of the Russian Federation to the Republic of Montenegro, stemming from calculations of turnover of goods between
former USSR and ex-SFRY, including Draft Agreement and Draft
Protocol, the Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić said:“… By means of
the Draft Agreement on settlement of Russian debt to Montenegro,
amounting 18 million US$, conditions are created for its repayment
in goods and services. Russia will repay 6,6 million US$ to Montenegro through scientific and educational projects, 4 million US$ for
regional supply, and the remaining funds will be used for procurement of machines and equipment. …I hope that this Agreement will
soon be signed and then ratified in the Parliament as it could ensure fast realization of numerous useful projects …”
6 December 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD at the
presentation of the World Bank Report »Public Expenditure and Institutional Review «
"…Ministry of Finance of Montenegro together with other ministries and state institutions fully supported and co-operated with
the World Bank team which worked on the Report. The Report systematically and qualitatively presents state of affairs in several fields
which are of paramount importance for public expenditure management in Montenegro… However, we cannot fully agree with all
suggestions given under the Document regarding the way ahead.
Evaluation of current situation in certain cases is perhaps too
judgmental, but it does not affect the quality of the Document, and
I am confident that through further co-operation between Montenegrin Government and World Bank in the implementation of the
Document we will come to an agreement concerning the steps and
time framework that are optimal for further reform of the public expenditure system in Montenegro. … The Report was drafted in the
first half of 2006, so a significant progress in economic reforms was
not covered by the Document. Certain remarks and recommendations under the Document have meanwhile been observed, given
that some important projects that were in general design phase in
early 2006 were implemented later on…”
6 December 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić received Ambassador of the Czech Republic in Belgrade, Mr. Ivan Jestrab
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…Minister Lukšić
informed the guest
about the plans of
the Montenegrin Government for the
next four-year period, saying that the
next step would be
adoption of an indepth Agenda which
would include all priority activities of the Government up to 2010.
He also said that the macroeconomic stability was achieved through a solid legislative framework, which represents a good and
adequate basis for implementation of further and in-depth reforms
in the period to come…
4 December 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD signed
Agreement on Debt Rescheduling among the Government of the
Republic of Italy, Republic of Montenegro and Republic of Serbia The trilateral Agreement was signed by Famiano Crucianelli,
State Undersecretary of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs on
behalf of the Italian Government and Dragan Jočić, Minister of the
Interior, on behalf of the Serbian Government …
The Agreement of Debt reduction and rescheduling among
the Governments of Italy, Montenegro and Serbia covers the debt
to the Italian Export Credit Insurance –SACE and Artigiancassa
SpA, ODA Manager or development credits on behalf of Italy. Total liabilities of Montenegro to the SACE, following 66% write-off
and according to debt records, amount about 4,67 million EUR and
3,29 million US$, which corresponds to the data kept with the National Bank of Serbia concerning the amount of Montenegrin debt
to this Italian Agency. Debt repayment to the SACE following the
write-off will commence as of 22 September 2008 and will be finished on 22 March 2024… Agreement on Debt Reduction and Rescheduling is signed for the purpose of implementation of negotiated minutes on debt consolidation of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY).
30 November 2006: Statement of the Minister of Finance Igor
Lukšić following the Session of the Montenegrin Government –
Draft Budget Law for 2007
“...Capital and current expenditures have been separated for
the first time in the Budget for next year. Total revenues are planned to amount 582,95 million EUR, while capital budget is planned
to amount 33,91 million… Total public expenditure for the next
year, according to estimations, will be 42,85 percent of GDP, or
41,16 percent without capital budget. GDP is estimated to be 2 billion EUR, because it is expected to increase by more than six percent… The plan has been based on official estimations for 2004 made by MONSTAT, according to which GDP was increased more
than expected i.e. by 4,2 percent… Estimation of consolidated current public expenditures is in accordance with the Governmental
plan according to which public expenditures should be reduced by
35 percent of GDP in the next four to five years, excluding capital
expenditures which will be higher…”
29 November 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD received Special Envoy of the European Commission Mr. Martin Harvey
At the meeting, Minister Lukšić said that recent talks held with
ECOFIN in Brussels in the framework of Enhanced Permanent Dialogue were a unique opportunity for Montenegro to present its latest macroeconomic indicators, development strategy of its finan-
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cial sector, its fiscal
policy and planned
activities. He also
expressed his hope
that the European
Commission would
be satisfied with
the progress achieved in the previous
period…
17 November 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić opened a
Seminar „Mid-term fiscal planning – International experience and
its application in Montenegro “ – Podgorica
Montenegro needs a new approach in public expenditure management, according to which fiscal resources will be planned for
three to five year period instead of one year period of time, with
constant reconsideration of priorities on the basis of achieved results, experts said today. Limited resources that are available to the
Government should be used for infrastructure development and
carefully selected priorities concerning social related expenditures,
which will ensure a high rate of economic growth in the long-term
period in the context of a community which takes care of citizens…
The Government has to adjust the expenditures to priorities
and determine whether such adjustments influence its strategic goals, which will lead to a cheaper, more transparent and more efficient allocation of resources to the benefit of citizens… Introduction
of a strict middle-term approach to budgeting, makes a shift from
mere ensuring macroeconomic stability, which has been achieved,
to creating a permanent and well-balanced economic development… Investments should be particularly made in the field of education, infrastructure and business environment so that Montenegro could be transformed into a dynamic, knowledge-based economy …”
25 October 2006: Montenegro became a Member to the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Montenegro became a Member to the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). EBRD Board of Governors
at the Session held on 25 October 2006, confirmed that the Republic of Montenegro had met all conditions for the membership to
the Bank. Following the Session, Secretary General of the Bank issued a Certificate that the Republic of Montenegro became a member to the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development retroactively from 3 June 2006. Upon the membership of Montenegro to the EBRD, all conditions are met for continuation of successful co-operation with the Bank on projects that have already been
launched- Modernization of Airports Podgorica and Tivat Project,
Modernization and Improvement of Future Air Traffic Control System Project and Montenegro Regional Road Rehabilitation Project.
13 October 2006: Presentation of the Minister of Finance Igor
Lukšić at the Business-Investment Summit, Hotel Maestral, Miločer
“…Current projections are that share of the public expenditure in the
GDP will be 44,6 percent, but such
projection will not be realized because
municipalities have spent more funds
than originally planned…In the next
couple of years, more precisely up to
2010, public expenditure share in GDP
should be reduced by one percent

each year in order to be below 35 percent after this period of time.
In addition to this, challenges ahead of Montenegro in the forthcoming period, which are also a part of the new four-year Agenda of
the Government, are further fiscal consolidation and decrease in
public debt to less then 30 percent of GDP until 2011… I expect that
Montenegro will achieve projected inflation rate and that budget
surplus, which was ensured this year, will lead to reduction of tax
rates in direct taxation, rather than consumption … This year for the
first time, Montenegro will have budget surplus of 0,6 percent of
GDP instead of budget deficit. If collection of revenues continues
in the dynamic as it has been in the first nine months, such percent
could even be higher. Budget surplus will be used for settlement of
liabilities …”
5 October 2006: Statement of the Minister of Finance Igor Luksic following the Session of the Government
- Draft Law on Membership of the Republic of Montenegro to
the International Monetary Fund and other financial institutions:
"…We have been assured in Washington, about accession of our
country to the IMF and World Bank by end November or mid December, which would be very fast procedure if compared with other countries in the region and procedure in general …". Ministry of
Finance, together with Central Bank of Montenegro has prepared a
Draft Law, and its adoption is a part of the procedure that each
country has to follow in order to be accepted to these organizations. Montenegro applied for membership to the international organizations on 17 July. In mid August, IMF Mission visited Podgorica, whereby the largest part of obligations was met. "…Once we become member to the institutions, we may continue talks about further IMF support to Montenegro and a new program of co-operation with the World Bank…". According to the Draft Law, President
of the Council of the Central Bank shall continue to be Montenegrin Governor to the IMF, while Minister of Finance shall be Governor to the World Bank.
3 October 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD signed
Import Credit Agreement to the amount of 2.439.280,61 for procurement of IT equipment for education in the framework of the Project "IT System of Education in Montenegro " with Ms Tiiana Mitrović, Director for Commercial Operations, Societe Generale Bank
and Mr. Mladen Rabrenovićem, General Director, Podgorica Societe Generale Bank
Minister Lukšić:
“…We hereby establish pre-conditions
for further improvement of IT know-how
and quality of work
in schools, as well as
quality of knowledge
to be offered by
schools, which is one
of key segments in
the future period, and in further reforms of education in the next
couple of years. Repayment period is five years, under very favourable conditions. Project funding will be ensured through credit arrangement for import, which was realized with support from the
Spanish Government…” The Agreement is an integral part of the
Commercial Agreement on Import, which was signed by the Minister of Education and Science Slobodan Backović, in the framework
of implementation of Spanish Tied Credit i.e. Project «IT System of
Education in Montenegro ».
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31 August 2006: Statement of Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić
following the Session of the Government - Draft Law Supplementing and Amending Law on Personal Income Tax:
“… According to the Draft Law, a single tax rate shall be introduced instead of current progressive tax rates of 15%, 19% and 23%,
which have been applicable depending on the income amount.
The tax rate will be 15% as of January, 12% in 2009 and 9% in 2010,
which will make it equal with corporate income tax rate, while
Montenegrin tax system will become one of the most competitive
ones in Europe. Non-taxable income will also be increased from
785 to 840 EUR annually, or from 65 to 70 EUR per month, while
tax relieves, which have been defined under a separate Government Decree so far, are incorporated in the Draft Law …”
15 August 2006: Montenegrin Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić,
PhD, President of the Council of the Central Bank Ljubiša Krgović
and Chief of the IMF Mission Peter Doyle held joint press conference on the occasion of IMF visit to Montenegro:
Minister Lukšić: »…By becoming a member to the IMF, Montenegro will be fully integrated as a new state into the international
financial community, while the assessment of this institution as to
whether the country conducts a good economic policy will have a
great impact on a foreign investor’s decision to come here. Related
procedure concerning Montenegro’s accession to the World Bank
and European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
has also been launched…”
Chief of the IMF Mission for Montenegro Peter Doyle said that
the conditions for Montenegro’s membership would be determined by the Executive Board and Board of Governors of the IMF, on
the basis of the Mission Report. “…The Mission will prepare a report
following return to Washington, and after that the Executive Board
will propose a quota for Montenegro, or membership share. Such
quota will determine a role of Montenegro and its access to the IMF
funds…”
Once the conditions for membership are met, an Agreement
with IMF will be signed in Washington, and Montenegro will have
to pay its quota within six months after signing of the Agreement.
There are two key elements for determination of quota: first, on the
basis of statistical data on Montenegro’s economy in current and
previous years, including GDP and foreign reserves in the Central
Bank and, second, data on balance of payments.
17 July 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić PhD held talks
with EBRD Delegation
Secretary General Horst Reichenbach, Manuel Sage,
Representative of the
Constituency
for
Switzerland,
Emanuel Maurice, Legal
Advisor, EBRD, Lincoln Colm, Chief of
Office for Institutional Issues and Dragica Pilipović, Chief of
the EBRD Office in Belgrade, about initiating a formal procedure
for membership in this institution - EBRD representatives expressed their satisfaction with Agreement on Regulations of Membership in International Financial Organizations and Division of Financial Rights and Liabilities between the Republic of Montenegro
and Republic of Serbia. Minister Lukšić said that the Agreement was
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to the mutual interest, which implied a compromise solution concerning membership in the most important international institutions, such as IMF, World Bank, EBRD and Council of Europe Development Bank. He emphasized that a high level of understanding
had thus been demonstrated, and that a very positive message was
sent both to the EU and local and international community in terms
of mutual readiness to find further compromise solutions for many
outstanding issues.
Minister Lukšić said that it was to the interest of Montenegro to
become a member of the EBRD as soon as possible. He also said
that the representatives of the Ministry of Finance, apart from preparation of documents to be approved by the Government of Montenegro, will have communication with EBRD on daily basis, so that
the EBRD Board of Governors could be provided with all necessary documentation by end September 2006 in order to make a decision on independent accession of Montenegro to this institution.
10 July 2006 : Montenegro and Serbia signed an Agreement on
Regulation of Membership in International Financial Institutions
and Division of Financial Rights and Liabilities from the previous
period
“…We came to an agreement very fast, which speaks a lot about
responsibility and maturity of the leadership of Montenegro and
Serbia and sends a good message to the international institutions…”. Minister Lukšić announced that following signing of the
Agreement, Montenegro would apply for the membership in international financial institutions and that it would cost about 1, 5 mil.
EUR. He said that this amount would be provided from funds to be
paid by Serbia under the Agreement. According to the Agreement,
the loans that had already been provided by the international organizations shall be used through the National Bank of Serbia, as an
Agent, until the status of Montenegro is regulated.
28 June 2006: Meeting of the Ministers of Finance and Central
Bank Governors: Lukšić – Dinkić – Jelašić - Krgović
Montenegrin Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić said: “5.88 percent
out of 44.6 million US$
belongs to Montenegro, which will be reduced by certain amount
of liabilities to Serbia.
Serbia will pay 30 million balance to Montenegro, out of which 1.5
million EUR for membership to the international financial institutions. Membership quotas depend on economic power of a country, so it is possible that such quota be lower for Montenegro”.
Serbian Minister of Finance Mlađan Dinkić said: “ Existing IMF
quota is 467.7 million SDR or 698 million US$ and Serbia is a successor to it. Montenegro will have 5.88 percent or 41 million US$”.
They also discussed the old foreign currency savings. It was
agreed that future talks in this regard would be held at the level of
former SFRY, including military pensions, with respect to which the
negotiators had no mandates to make any concrete agreement.
Dinkić and Jelašić congratulated yesterday citizens of Montenegro on flag rising at the East River.
22 June 2006: Final remarks made by IMF Mission following its
visit to Montenegro
“Independence marks a new beginning for Montenegro. In
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this context, our aim is to offer proposals how to best use this unique opportunity in the macroeconomic sphere. Many activities are
on good track. Inflation is low; public debt has decreasing trend;
VAT collection contributes to good revenues; FDIs are increasing
together with new ones that are expected; banks have been privatized; credit activities have been expanded; accession to the EU markets has been facilitated; and perspectives for signing the Stabilization and Association Agreement and membership to WTO and
Partnership for Peace are good. Your ambitions are proper. You
should try to ensure a constant growth of economy, employment
and real income, as an independent goals and basis for future
accession to the EU. These goals are achievable. In order to achieve these goals, it is necessary, first, to maintain favourable business
conditions in the context of an independent country and, second,
to focus more on middle-term than short-term goals in creating macroeconomic policy, particularly with regard to flexibility, sustainability and offer.. Economic prospects and policy for the period
2006-2007. – We project GDP growth at the rate of 5 ˝ and 6 percent
for 2006 and 2007, which will be maintained due to previous structural reforms, export and strong increase of bank credits. Such dynamics has been reflected in good revenues for 2006 so far, and we
also welcome the fact that expenditure related discipline was obeyed during the recent referendum period. Data for the first quarter
indicate a surplus of 15 million EUR, which is better than expected,
mainly because of good VAT collection. We suggest that the policy
in the remaining period of 2006 should focus on maintaining good
fiscal outcome that has been achieved so far in accordance with reduction of deficit of 0.2 percent of GDP and in accordance with total public debt at the end of 2006 of 39 percent of GDP...“
20 June 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić held talks with
EBRD President Jean Lemier
At the meeting,
the views were exchanged on current
political and economic situation in Montenegro
following
restoration of independence, and both
sides expressed satisfaction with democratic ambient and overall progress made so far, particularly in the
field of economy.
They also discussed current projects funded by the EBRD, and
possible further programs, focusing on future status and membership of Montenegro to this multilateral institution.
Mutual satisfaction was expressed with economic progress and
overall reforms, as well as with previous co-operation. EBRD President Jean Lemier announced opening of permanent office of this
Institution in Podgorica, Montenegro, due to ever increasing investment interest and for the purpose of strengthening institutional cooperation.
2 June 2006: Sveti Stefan: Introductory speech of the Minister
of Finance Igor Lukšić at the Regional Conference of the Ministers
of Finance and Central Bank Governor of the South East Europe
"...This kind of meetings always represents a good opportunity
for improvement of co-operation and establishment of strong relations among our countries.
At the very beginning, I would like to stress that economic independence and self-sustainability of Montenegro which have

been achieved in the
previous period have
had their logical sequence in gaining formal independence as well. Issue concerning the state
and legal status of Montenegro has been resolved and we expect that it
will significantly influence further development of our economy. Positioning itself as one of European centers rather than a part of the non-functional union will allow our
country to be an equal partner in the economic integration process. It will be much easier for us to promote numerous resources
which will serve for achieving further economic development...”
26 April 2006: Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD on the occasion of signing of the Agreement on Co-operation between the Ministry of Finance of Montenegro and Ministry of Finance of Island
"Today I had a pleasure
to sign the Agreement on
Co-operation between the
two Ministries with my colleague Minister of Finance
of Island Mr. Arni Mathiesen. Small countries are oriented towards each other,
especially if they have significant similarities. Experience of Iceland is very interesting for Montenegro, particularly following restoration of independence, as it could serve as a model for
a faster growth and development, which is a characteristic of small
countries nowadays..."
24 April 2006: Working visit to Washington continues with
meeting with US Administration
Representatives of the US Administration showed special interest for current political moment in Montenegro and projections of
future relations with the IMF and World Bank.
In this regard, Minister Lukšić said that political developments,
organization of referendum and elections after it, would have no
negative impact on economic performances, reiterating the readiness of the Government of Montenegro to have talks with the Government of Serbia about any issue of mutual interest in the period
following the referendum...
24 April 2006: Montenegrin Delegation continues working visit
to Washington with the talks with the IMF representatives
Montenegrin Delegation headed by the Minister of Finance
Igor Lukšić, PhD, and President of the Central Bank Ljubiša Krgović
continued working visit to Washington with the talks with the IMF
representatives: Ann Kruger, Deputy Director of IMF, Michael Deppler, IMF Director for Europe and new Chief of Mission Peter Doyle. They discussed current economic situation in Montenegro and
review of just finished Arrangement, as well as framework for a future arrangement...
24 April 2006: Spring meetings of IMF and World Bank – Montenegrin Delegation held talks with the USAID
During the Spring Meetings of the IMF and World Bank, had
meeting with USAID Director for the Balkans Mr. Edward Dickens.
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They analyzed economic trends in Montenegro and its relations
with international financial institutions. The question of realization of current USAID projects was emphasized, including programs for the next three years, particularly in the field of infrastructure and other development fields...
Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD and President of the Central Bank Council, Mr. Ljubiša Krgović also met with representatives
of the business community and investment group from New York,
Pickwick Capital. They discussed economic ambient for private investments in Montenegro. This investment group was particularly
interested in the fields of tourism, energy, health, education and financial services.
16 March 2006: Statement of the Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić following the Session of the Government concerning the adoption of Information about the Project »1000 Housing Credits «
Market interest
rates and personal income for the largest
number of citizens
represent a limitation
to apply for a housing credit in a bank
according to bank's
standard terms. In
that sense, the Ministry of Finance considered it appropriate to
work out a project, in consultation with other banks, in order to
support as many citizens as possible to use housing credits, which
will be repayable from regular income within longer repayment
periods and with "low" interest rates. Longer repayment periods
and "low" interest rate implied possibility of "subsidizing" interest
rates. Thereby, we proceeded from parameters such as: average annual anuity, average public administration income and average income in the Republic, in general, average price of monthly rent,
average price of a housing space square meter etc. It was considered necessary to create conditions to provide for average monthly
anuity in line with average flat rent costs, i.e. maximum half income
of a Montenegrin household.
Agreement between the Government of Montenegro and representatives of the Crnogorska komercijalna banka, Podgorica Societe Generale Bank and Montenegro - NLB Bank was signed on
4 April 2006. After it, in the framework of the Project "1000 Housing
Credits – We create conditions for independent life ", the Agreement was signed on 14 April with »HYPO Alpe – Adria Bank, a.d
Podgorica and with Nikšićka Bank on 17 April 2006.

9 March, 2006 – The Minister of Finance Igor Lukšić, PhD ,
held talks with the delegation of the French Bank "Societe Generale" and Director General of "Podgorička Bank" Mladen Rabrenović
""Minister Lukšić expressed his satisfaction with the arrival of
«Societe Generale» to
Montenegro and successful privatization
of Podgorička Bank
and emphasized that
it was very significant, both in the view
of regaining the citizens’ confidence into
the banking system
and the overall re-
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form and development of banking sector in Montenegro. He pointed out that this example proved that investment risks in Montenegro show tendency of significant decrease and that signing the
agreement with one of the biggest European banks, which entered
the Montenegrin market, would bring about increase in competition of domestic banking system, what was a justified belief. It was
jointly assessed that Podgorička Bank privatization was one of the
most significant and very successful privatizations – implemented
in the last period and that based on the results so far, numerous positive breakthroughs could be identified since arrival of “Societe
General”.
3 March 2006: Parliament of the Republic of Montenegro at its
Session of 1 march 2006 adopted the Law on Referendum on State
and Legal Status of the Republic of Montenegro, which was published in the "Official Gazette of Montenegro ", No. 12/06

Pursuant to the provisions of the aforementioned Law (Article
34), funds for implementation of the referendum shall be provided
from the budgetary funds of the Republic. Apart from the funds for
implementation of referendum, amount of 2.000.000,00 will be
allocated form budgetary funds not later than three days after the
decision is made to call the referendum, for the purpose of funding
the referendum campaign of both referendum options
(1.000.000,00 for each referendum option).
Funds for the referendum campaign shall be allocated to the
entities of the referendum campaign, registered in accordance with
the said Law and who shall be obliged, pursuant to the Article 39 of
the Law, to open a special giro account with an Agency authorized
to conduct payment operations, for the purpose of collection of
funds for the referendum campaign funding, which may not be
used for other purposes. Ministry of Finance has provided funds
for the referendum campaign funding, and such funds will be paid
immediately after the entities of the referendum campaign submit
their giro accounts.

PR OFFICE
ANA MILJANIĆ,
Spokesperson
BILJANA BATAKOVIĆ,
Assistant to the
spokesperson
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Public Debt of the Republic of
Montenegro as of December 31st 2006
LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Legal framework concerning the issue
of the public debt of the Republic of Montenegro has been governed with the provisions encompassed by the four laws: The
Law on Budget, The Law on Indebtedness
and Managing Public Sector Debt, The Law
on Regulating Obligations and Claims on
the Basis of the Foreign Debt and Citizens'
Foreign Exchange Savings, as well as the
Law on Restitution of the Taken Property
Rights and Indemnification. While the last
two laws define and reschedule existing
obligations of the Republic of Montenegro

that derive from SFRY,The Law on Budget
from the year 2001 and The Law on Indebtedness and Managing Public Sector Debt
from the year 2004 govern method and procedure of Indebtedness made by the state,
legal procedure, bodies in charge of recording, reporting and managing public debt,
limits for Indebtedness and issuing of guarantees, payment of foreign and domestic
obligations etc.
In accordance with that Law, public
debt, identified as the state public sector's
total debt consisting of the internal and external debt that appeared by Indebtedness
on behalf of state or taking over of debt by

OUTSTANDING PUBLIC DEBT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MONTENEGRO AS OF
DECEMBER 31ST 2006 - EURO (MILLION)

the state, as a result of issuing guarantees or
other acts on the basis of which the state explicitly acknowledges debt. Within this context public sector encompasses: government bodies, public companies founded by
the state, local self - governance, out-of-thebudget funds and all domestic legal entities
owned by the state at least 51%.
According to the provisions of the Law,
public debt is managed by the Ministry of Finance which, apart from other things, participates in activities related to coordinating,
contracting and formalization, for each new
Indebtedness of the state and performs supervision, recording, analyzing and evaluation in relation to the public sector debt.
Commission for collection of receivables within the Ministry of Finance solves,
apart from other things, collection of foreign debts in accordance with the provisions
of the Law on Regulating Obligations and
Claims on the Basis of Foreign Debt and the
Citizens' Foreign Exchange Savings. Major
part of debts is solved during the privatization of debtors through debt payment collection in cash, conversion of the debt into
shares and internal reconciliations. By the
Resolution it was determined that the credit
beneficiaries pay their obligations within
the terms and in a way which the Government of the Republic of Montenegro services its obligations toward foreign creditors.
Although these claims are deemed to be difficult to collect, due to the financial position
of the credit final beneficiary, a certain part
of claims can, nevertheless, be collected and
represents the difference between the gross
public debt and net public debt of the Republic of Montenegro.
As of December 31st public debt of
Montenegro, with its public companies
amounted to 775 million euros or 42,4% of
the GNP. Public companies which are foreign credit beneficiaries and to which the
guarantee or counter-guarantee was issued
by Montenegro: Monteput, Aerodromi CG,
EPCG and Agency for the Flight Control are
the companies with the autonomous revenues and there is a grounded assumption
that the above mentioned companies will
regularly service their obligations. According to the ESA-95 accounting method, the-
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se obligations are not included into the public debt but are treated as the public sector
debt.
Evaluation and Sustainability of the Public Debt
Table No. 2 The amount and the structure of the Public Debt of Montenegro within
the period 2002 - December 2006

with KfW.
As for the internal debt structure, there
is an increase of obligations on the basis of
restitution while the obligations under treasury bonds have been decreased by 1.5 million euros, the unpaid budget obligations
have been decreased by even 10.6 million
euros while the credits at commercial banks

Situation and Changes in the Public
Debt of the Republic of Montenegro
Public Debt of Montenegro, without public companies, amounts to 701,1 million euros as of December 31st 2006. Internal debt
amounts to 197,1 million euros or 28,1% out
of the total public debt while the external
public debt amounts to 504 million euros or
71,9% from the total public debt.
As for the external debt structure, major
change during the previous three months is
related to the increased obligation of approximately 12.5 million euros towards Paris
Club of Creditors, due to adding of the capitalized interest to the amount of debt as envisaged by the bilateral agreements provisions. Debt outstanding balance also includes obligations on the basis of the first credit withdrawals for the credits from the Governments of Poland and Hungary as well as
the new withdrawals from the arrangement

are completely repaid.
In the next period, the following debt issues are to be solved: debt toward the governments of Libya (negotiations have started) and Kuwait, clearing debt toward SFRY,
Check Republic and Slovakia as well as debt
toward API expressed in bonds within the
London Club of Creditors. Debt toward the
governments of these four countries has
been allocated to Montenegro on the basis
of distribution of the unallocated debt
(5.88% out of 38% for Serbia and Montenegro). The exact amount of debt and method
of rescheduling shall be determined during
negotiations. As for the API bonds (Alternative Participation Instruments) allocating of
the final beneficiaries from the RCG territory is in course. Afterwards, negotiations will
be held in which the method of regulating
of the possible obligation shall be determined.
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In the next period first withdrawals are
expected on the basis on the four signed
contracts: with EIB amounting to 5 million
euros, Waste Waters Project for Niksic, The
Contract with the Societe General (credit
amount to 2.5 million euros) for procurement of the IT equipment for schools, Contract with the Government of the Kingdom
of Spain amounting to 5 million euros, Landfill Construction Project and credit of
the Republic of France for the power sector
amounting to 8.479 million of euros.
Data mentioned in the table show gross
public debt of the Republic of Montenegro.
As for the receivables, (claims) the most important is the debt of the Russian Federation
toward the Republic of Montenegro amounting to 18 million USD. Signing of the agreement is expected to take place soon. Also, in
the first half of December, transfer of
32.366,57 ounces (at the current market price of approximately 620 USD for ounce 20.066 million USD) of the unblocked gold
by the Bank for International Settlements
(BIS). On the basis of the unblocked funds,
the influx of approximately 2.5 million USD
is expected.
As presented in the Table 2, public debt
has been decreased from 88.3% in the year
2002 to 38.3% in the year 2006. It is especially important that the external public debts
decreased from 68.7% to 27.6% of the GNP.
The decrease was caused by debt restructuring and write-offs within the Paris Club, ending with second write-off from February
2006 in the overall amount of 66% of the nominal amount and rescheduling programme toward IFC and IBRD.
Major part of the foreign debt, approximately 84%, represents a debt occured during the existence of SFRY and SRY. This
part of debt was taken over by the Law on
Regulating of the Obligations and Claims on
the Basis of Foreign Debt and Old Foreign
Exchange Savings while even 72% of the domestic debt, first of all, obligations under old
foreign exchange savings and restitution are
"inherited" on the basis of obligations from
the existence of SFRY.
Within the Paris Club of Creditors, bilateral agreement with Japan e.g. with the Japanese Bank for International Cooperation
(JBIC) remained to be signed. Debt amounting to approximately 123 million Yen is not
included into data. With Italy and Serbia trilateral agreement on debt rescheduling was
signed on December 4th December 2006.
Paris Club Secretariat in its letter as of November 13th 2006 announced the intention
of the countries - creditors to sign bilateral
agreements with Montenegro after Montenegro acquired independent political status.
Outstanding balance according to the Paris
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Club shall not be significantly changed on
the basis of signing of bilateral agreements
because the RCT obligations are identified
by following the end-user principle in the
current bilateral agreements with SRY e.g.
SCG. Since September 2007 Montenegro
shall start to repay 60% of the capitalized interest in 14 semi annual rates which will
increase debt by Paris Club for the amount
of approximately 12.5 million euros.
The internal debt has also been significantly decreased from 255.6 million euros to
197.1 million euros. The obligations under
restitution were also included into the amount of domestic debt. Obligations under restitution in accordance with the Law on Restituting of the Taken Away Property Rights
and Indemnifications are included into the
public debt amount on the basis of the applicable decisions of local commissions in
charge for the indemnification issues so that
final amount is difficult to be identified. Only in the last quarter of the year 2006 obligation based on that, increased by 42.4 million
euros.
As for the obligations under the old foreign exchange savings it ought to be pointed out that the Assembly of the Republic of
Montenegro adopted the Law on Repayment of the Citizens' Old Foreign Exchange
Savings which had been deposited with the
authorized banks seated out of the Republic
of Montenegro. On the basis of the information collected so far, that amount is 19.821
million euros. However, the law provisions
envisaged that the Republic of Montenegro
retains the right to claim from the states - successors of SFRY on the basis of the disbursed foreign exchange savings pursuant this
law (unless it is otherwise decided during
the succession procedure). Citizens residing
the Republic of Montenegro, who hadn't received disbursements pursuant to the laws
of the state on the territory of which the
Bank is seated, shall have the right to get disbursement. Therefore, possible obligation
of 19.821 million euros ought to be taken
with the reserve until the real obligation is
determined within the legal term of one
year.
As for the treasury bills it is envisaged,
due to the budged liquidity, that approximately 3.3 million euros should be issued while in the year 2003 and 2004 a significant decrease of the weighted interest rate with almost 11% annually to less than 1% was recorded (0,45% at the six months rate until
2.96%) in the year 2006.
According the methodology for evaluating public debt sustainability, used by the
World Bank (only for the purpose of evaluating external debt sustainability) Montenegro can be classified as a low indebted coun-

try. Namely, with all criteria the relation of
the NPV public debt (although the amount
is not explicitly determined, it doesn't significantly change mentioned percentages)
and GNP (more than 80%: highly indebted
country; 48%-80%: medium indebted and
less than 48%: low indebted country) and relation of the NPV of the public debt and export of goods and services (more than
220%: highly indebted, 123%-220%: medium
indebted and under 132%: low indebted
country), Montenegro has been classified
into the category of the low indebted economy. Data for Montenegro are - according
to the first criterion: 38.3% and according to
the second criterion: 92% (according to the
data of the Central Bank of Montenegro, export of goods and services in the year 2005
amounted to 730.858 million euros without
remittances which are also taken into consideration while making calculation following
the World Bank methodology). Also by
using the third, widely used criterion - the relation of the public debt and budget revenues, that ration for Montenegro amounts to
137% which points out that Montenegro has
a sustainable debtor position.
As for the liquidity e.g. possibility of the
regular servicing of obligations under the
public service, relation between the total
debt servicing and export of goods and services was 14% in the year 2005 which is significantly under the critical value of 30%. It
ought to be said that during the year 2005
outstanding budget obligations (more than
20 million euros) were mainly repaid and
that remittances were not taken into consideration which significantly improves situation. During the three quarters of the year
2006 obligations under repayment amounted to 41.42 million euros while in the year
2005 they amounted to 103.3 million euros
which, with the same income on the basis of
the export of goods and services significantly decreased obligation servicing ration. Second ration of liquidity - the relation of the
repaid interest and the overall export of the
goods and services is 2.72% while the critical amount is 20%. Indicators of liquidity, although very static as well as other indicators
of indebtedness, serve as good instruments
for the indicators of regular servicing of some country's obligations.
As for the currency and interest structure of foreign obligations of Montenegro, situation is, also, very favourable. Out of the
overall amount of the foreign exchange, only a part of the Paris club (26% of the debt in
USD and 3% in other currencies), the debt
toward the Anglo-Yugoslav Bank (in USD)
and IDA credits (in SDR) is not serviced in
euros. Other obligations are shown and are
services in the "domestic" currency - euros.

Total obligations in USD and other currencies amount approximately 1.8 million USD
annually which, by taking into consideration important dollar deposits of the Ministry of Finance with Central Bank of RCG
(more than 4.5 million USD) enables undisturbed servicing of obligations in USD in
the next period.
Fixed interest rate (with the Paris Club ODA credits, amounts to 2% or even less
with the goods bilateral credits, up to 5.60%)
is dominant with the Paris Club of Creditors
(96.4% of debt is related to the services by
the fix interest rate) and IBRD (more than
60% debt is related to the services by the fix
interest) which make almost 80% of the foreign obligations. The overall amount of the
public debt which is serviced by the variable
rate amounts to 109 million euros. With other loans, interest rate (except IDA loans
which bear no interest and charge only the
servicing costs fee of 0,75% and commitment fee of 0.50%) is corresponding LIBOR
(mainly EUROBOR) +0.5%. With the "new"
charges, interest rate is very favourable, it is
formed mainly with the rebate of 0.5% above
the interest rate which is approved to the foreign creditors which are, with AAA rating,
charged in the international financial market.
Except for the favourable current and interest credit structure, credits which are
counted as the part of the public debt of
RCG, have a long repayment and grace period (until the year 2031 with IBRD, 2024 e.g.
2041, with the Paris Club Creditors) while
the "new" indebtedness have grace period
from 2 to 10 years and repayment period
from 10 to 20 years. Montenegro, also,
which is important for the new indebtedness, has the access to the concession credits (only this year they were signed with
KfW - water supplying and waste waters project, with the government of Poland - railway
system and agriculture, with the Government of Austria - healthcare project, with the
Government of Hungary - education project
in the overall amount of 41.4 million euros)
and international financial institutions (EIB,
EBRD) which approve sources with the
small rebate of 0.5% up to 1%.
The new indebtedness of the Republic
of Montenegro has been aimed at implementation of the capital infrastructural projects from the area of power industry, road
infrastructure, water supply and waste waters e.g. in accordance with the "golden budget rule" according to which budget deficit
as the public debt source, is to be used only
for the capital consumption.
Coordinator,
Debt Management Department
NEMANJA PAVLIČIĆ
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Consolidated public spending
in Montenegro
in the
period
I - XII
2006

R

eports on consolidated public spending are made in
accordance with the budgetary system, based on which the
records on public spending are
planned, shown and approved according to the system of cash flows.
Data for 2006, which refere to
Health Fund and Local self-government were estimated on the base of
realization for first nine months of
2006.
Consolidated public spending in
the period January - December 2006
was realised to the amount of 889,38
mill.eur. Realised level of public
spending was financed from taxes to
the amount of 544,13 mill.eur, duties
24,24 mill.eur, contributions 242,12
mill.eur, yields on capital 8,05 mill.eur,
compensations 43,18 mil eur, other
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revenues 63,36 mill.eur. Total level of
revenues was 21,99 mill.eur higher
than realised spending.
In the same period tax revenues
were planned to the amount of 483.62
mill.eur, duty revenues 20,25 mill.eur,
revenues from contributions 230,98
mill.eur, yields on capital 4,20, revenues from compensations 29,41 mil
eur and other revenues to the amount
of 32,69 mill.eur.
Realised amounts when compared
to other amounts show that, for 12
months of 2006, show that revenues
from taxes, contributions, duties and
compensations and yields on capital
were realised to the amount higher
than planned, while yields on capital
and other revenues were realised to
the amount lower than planned.
Consolidated deficit of public
spending for 2006 was planned to the
amount of 47,97 mill.eur and surplus
to the level of 21,99 mill.eur has been
realised. Surplus was the highest in the
Budget of the Republic to the amount
of 34,61 mill. eur while in the Pension
and Disability Insurance Fund deficit
was realised to the amount of 0,84
mil.eur. Employment Agency has
realised deficit to the amount of 10,1
mil eur, , Health Insurance Fund of the
Republic has realised deficit to the
amount of 1,53 mil. eur and local selfgovernment has realised surplus to the
amount of 1,6 mil. eur.
In 2006, financing policy was significantly different from the planned.
High level of current revenues and
budgetary surplus made possible for
liabilities from previous years to be settled to the amount of 35,5 mill.eur out
of which old foreign currency savings
10,94 mil eur, principal repayments to
the amount of 36,35 mil.eur d repayment of interests to the amount of
22,32 mil eur.

1. BUDGET OF THE
REPUBLIC

eur and are 15,11% higher than
planned.

Receipts of the Budget of the
Republic for period January- December
2006 amounted 582,26 mil eur.

The structure of the source revenues of the Budget of the Republic in
this period is following:
Income on account of taxes
amounts 499,38 mil eur and is 14,24 %
higher than planned. Higher realisation than planned is evident in all types

Source revenues of the Budget of
the Republic for period JanuaryDecember 2006 amounted 567,11 mill
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of taxes except for the profit tax, where
the realisation is 79,04 % of the
planned amount and excises, where
the realisation is 93,33 % of the
planned amount.
Income on the grounds of duties
amounted 13,9 mil eur,which is 31,77 %
higher than planned; Income on
account of compensations amounted
17,87 mil eur, which is 64,95 % higher
than planned amount. Higher realisation than planned is also evident in
games on chance fees 1,95 times nad
road fees 3 times.
Stanko Jeknić Ph.D.

Other revenues of the Republic
amount 26,64 mil eur, which is 78,08 %
of the planned amount, and is the
result of low level of realisation of
other revenues. Higher realisation of
other revenues of the Republic is evident in revenues made by authorities
and their activities 2,73 times.
Consolidated budgetary expenditures for 12 months of 2006 amounted
532,49 mil eur and are 4,43 % higher
than planned. In this period budgetary
surplus was realised to the amount of
34,61 mil eur which resulted in
increase of deposit to the amount of
2,48 mil eur.

2. PENSION AND
DISABILITY
INSURANCE FUND
Spending of Pension and Disability
Insurance Fund for period JanuaryDecember 2006 was realised to the
amount of 195,6 mill.eur. Spending of
the Fund was financed from contributions to the amount of 138,46mill.eur,
other revenues 1,95 mill.eur and transfers from the Budget of the Republic
54,33 mill.eur. Total level of the current
revenues is 0,84 mill.eur lower than
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realised spending and it was financed
from the privatisation income. Deposit
increase in this period amounts 8,55
mill. eur.
In this period revenues from contributions were planned to the amount
of 122 mil.eur, other revenues 0,8
mil.eur and transfers from the Budget
of the Republic 69,33 mil.eur. Realised
amounts when compared to planned
show that in this period, current revenues of the Pension and Disability
Insurance Fund were realised to the
amount higher than planned for
14,35%. Consolidated expenditures of
the Fund were realise 101,8 % when
compared to planned.

3. HEALTH
INSURANCE FUND
Funds paid for health protection,
which is financed through Health
Insurance Fund, for twelve months of
2006, amount 112,27 mill.eur.
Spending of the Fund was financed
from contributions to the amount of
97,56mill.eur, transfers from the
Budget of the Republic6,94 mil eur
and from deposit to the amount of
2,99 mil eur.
In this period revenues from contributions were planned to the amount
of 103,69 mill.eur, other revenues 1,35
mill.eur and transfers 7,05 mill.eur.
Realised amounts when compared to
plan show that, for twelve months of
2006, current revenues of the Health
Insurance Fund were realised to the
amount lower than planned, percentage of realisation when compared to
plan is 98,82 %.
Health Insurance Fund for twelve
months 2006, realised deficit to the
amount of 1,53 mill. eur financed with
reduction of deposit.

4. EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY
Funds paid for financing of liabilities of the Employment Agency for
twelve months of 2006, amounted
21,33 mill.eur. Liabilities of the
Employment Agency were financed
from contributions to the amount of
6,1 mill.eur, other revenues 2,56
mill.eur, duties 1,88 mil eur and transfers from the Budget of the Republic
5,57 mill.eur. Total level of current revenues was lower for 1,01 mill.eur from
realised spending and missing funds

were financed from privatisation
income and reduction of deposit.
In this period revenues from contributions were planned to the amount
of 5,3 mill.eur, other revenues 2,75
mill.eur and transfers from the Budget
of the Republic 5,57 mill.eur. Realised
amounts when compared to planned
show that for 12 months of 2006, current revenues of the Employment
Agency were realised to higher amount
than planned for 0,15%.
Deficit of the Employment Agency
for twelve months of 2006, was
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planned to the amount of 8,78 mil eur.
Repayments of credits for self-employment, and of realised revenues created
the need for funds necessary for payment of liabilities of the Agency to be
provided by deficit financing to the
amount of 10,1 mill.eur.

5. LOCAL
SELF-GOVERNMENT
Consolidated expenditure of the
local self-government in twelve months
of 2006 amount 86,65 mill.eur.
Spending was financed from taxes to
the amount of 44,75 mill.eur, transfers
from the Budget of the Republic 1,73
mill.eur, duties 8,47 mill.eur, compensations 25,31 mil eur and other revenues 4,74 mill.eur. Consolidated balance shows surplus of 1,6 mil eur.
In this period revenues from taxes
were planned to the amount of 46,47
mill.eur, duties 8,29 mill.eur, compensations 22,58 mil eur and other revenues 5,42 mill.eur. Realised amounts
when compared to planned show that,
in twelve months of 2006, current revenues in local self-government were
realised to the amount higher than
planned - 103,07 % of the plan, while
consolidated expenditures were
realised 98,51 % of planned.
State evaluation
Consolidated public spending in 12
months of 2006 was realised to the
amount of 887,62 mil.eur. Realised
level of public spending was financed
from taxes to the amount of 544,13
mil.eur, duties 24,24 mil.eur, contributions 242,12 mil.eur, yields on capital
8,05 mil.eur, compensations 43,18 mil
eurand other revenues 63,36 mil.eur.
Tax income, revenues from contributions, and duties, compensations and
yields on capital are higher than
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planned, while other revenues were
realised to the amount lower than
planned. High level of collection of tax
revenues determine value added tax,
property tax and international trade
and transaction tax, whose monthly

collection rate shows continuously
higher level than projected by budget
plan.
Consolidated surplus of public
spending for 12 months of 2006. was
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10,94 mil eur, principal repayment to
the amount of 36,35 mil.eur and interests repayment to the amount of 22,32
mil eur.
Consolidated public spending
shown in percents of GDP in 2006, was
realised with 48,65 %, and after the second level of consolidation (excluded
contributions paid by the employer)
we reach the level of public spending
of 46,96 % of GDP-a, which is much
better than the public spending level in
countries of EURO-zone. For example,
average level of public spending in
EURO-zone in 2005, was 47,5 of BDP-a
(in Belgium 50,1 %, Czech Republic
43,7 %, Denmark 53,1 %, Greece 46,2
%,Hungary 50,7 %, Ciprus 44,7 % etc.)

BASIC STATISTIC
INDICATORS IN 2006
SALARIES TREND

realised to the amount of 23,75 mil. eur.
Surplus was realised in the Budget of
the Republic to the amount of 34,61
mil. eur and local self-govermnents to
the amount of 1,6 mil. eur
Employment Agency realised deficit of
10,01 mil. eur while the Health
Insurance Fund realised deficit to the
amount of 1,53 mil. eur and Pension
and Disability Insurance Fund to the
amount of 0,84 mil. eur. Public spending policy in 2006 aimed priority
financing of liabilities on account of
public debt, rationalisation of public
spending and efficient tax collection.

surplus of budget made possible settlement of liabilities from previous years
to the amount of 45,51 mil.eur out of
which old foreign currency savings

Average salary in December 2006
in Montenegro amounted 430,94 EUR,
while the average salary without taxes
and contributions amounted 280,63
EUR. When compared to November
average salaries without taxes and contributions recorded biggest monthly
growth in 2006 of 12,09%. This trend of
salaries in December is also characteristic for earlier periods, when employers try to pay arrears salaries from previous months, and all other payments

High level of current revenues and
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duction in 2006, is higher for 1,0% than
in 2005.
RETAIL PRICES
Retail prices in the Republic of
Montenegro in December 2006, were
0,2% higher when compared to
November 2006.. Retail price growth in
December 2006, when compared to
December 2005 was 2% higher.
LIVING COSTS
Growth of retail commodity costs
and services expenditures, i.e. living
costs in December 2006, were 0,3%
higher than in November. Growth rate
of living costs in December 2006 when
compared to December 2005 was 2,8%
higher.

connected to salaries.
Having in mind the fact that living
costs in August this year, when compared to July increased for 0,3% we
come to conclusion that real income
of employed persons in Montenegro
in August this year increased for
0,62%.

Average salary in 2006, in our
Republic amounted 377.36 eur, while
the average salary without taxes and
contributions in 2006 amounted
245.95 eur. When compared to 2005,
average salaries without taxes and contributions recorded growth of 15.39%.
Having in mind that living costs in
2006, when compared to 2005 grew for
3.0%, we come to conclusion that real
income of employed persons in our
Republic in 2006, increased for 12,03%.
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
Industrial
production
in
Montenegro in period December 2006
recorded growth by all indicators:
when compared to the average monthly production from last year 10,9%,
when compared to the previous
month 4,0%, when compared to the
same month last year 2,3%. Annual pro-
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Consolidated public
expenditure plan
of Montenegro for 2007
Projected public expenditure in 2007 is based on economic
policy objectives for 2007, which include increase in employment; company restructuring and privatization; reduction of poverty and real growth of living standards. Main goals of public expenditures include increase in budgetary revenues; more rational spending of the Government and HIF Budget and more intensive reforms in the field of judiciary, education and public administration.
lations to be applicable in 2007.
Based on the above parameters, current Budget revenues in
2007 (excluding privatization receipts, donations, loans and credits) are projected to amount 588,99 mil. eur, which is by 19,55 %
higher than planned in 2006. Projected increase in current Budget revenues is based on positive trends in collection of VAT, International Trade and Transactions Tax, charges and other revenues.

Public revenues for 2007 are projected to the amount of
909,10 mil.eur, while public expenditures are projected to the
amount of 897,04mil.eur. Increase in projected source revenues
in 2007 as compared with 2006 is a result of positive trends in collection of VAT, international trade and transactions tax, charges,
taxes and other revenues.
Projected public spending surplus for 2007 amounts 12,07
mil.eur, which accounts for 0,60 % of projected GDP, and its
structure is follows: Budget surplus amounts 10,73 mil eur, while
municipal surplus is projected to the amount of 1,34 mil eur. Please, note that possible additional use of privatization receipts for
investments in infrastructure is not hereby included.

Net negative fiscal impact of implementation of proportional
rate of 15% on personal income tax in 2007 will amount 3,8 mil eur.
Consolidated expenditures of current Republic Budget are
planned to the amount of 578,26 mil eur, which is 28,86 % of projected GDP. Current expenditures are projected to the amount of
332,09 mil eur; social security transfers - 43,43 mil eur; transfers to
institutions, individuals and NGOs - 119,90 mil eur; capital expenditures - 69,25 mil eur and reserves- 5,97 mil eur.

BUDGET OF THE REPUBLIC OF MONTENEGRO
Projections of the Republic Budget Revenues for 2007 have
been based on: revenues which were realized in previous years
and in the first nine months of 2006; projected increase in GDP;
increase in retail prices; and projected fiscal impact of new regu-
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REPUBLIC PENSION AND DISABILITY INSURANCE (PIO) FUND
Projections of receipts and expenditures of the PIO Fund for 2007 have been
based on receipts and expenditures
from the previous years and in the first
nine months of 2006; data on trends in
GDP harmonized with IMF and EU; projections of total public expenditure for
2007; relative share of PIO Fund Budget
in GDP; assessments of increase in number of pensioners and increase in earnings and cost of living as basic parameters for adjustment of pension related expenditures.
Based on the above parameters, projected current revenues of the PIO Fund
for 2007 amount 136.38 mil eur , while
transfers from the Republic Budget account for 64,34 mil.eur. Amount of transfers includes funds for possible payment of military pensions. Projected income from contributions amount 135,38
mil eur and 1,0 mil. eur from other revenues.
Total projected current and capital
expenditures (gross earnings, other personal earnings, expenditures for material
and services, capital expenditures and
other expenditures) amount 5,23
mil.eur, while expenditures for exercising the rights in the field of pension and
disability insurance amount 194,76 mil.
eur.
Expenditures for pension insurance
rights are projected to amount 194,76
mil.eur - 167,76 mil. eur for payment of
pensions and 27,00 mil. eur for health care contributions. Increase in deposit at
the end of the year amounts 7,2 mil eur,
thanks to the privatization receipts.
REPUBLIC HEALTH INSURANCE
FUND (HIF)
The Government of the Republic of
Montenegro adopted a Financial Plan for

Gross earnings account for 8,97 % of
projected GDP. Increase in 2007 was result of taking over the competences
which were delegated to former State
Union; opening of missions abroad and
projected increase in minimum labour
price by 4%.
Projected budget surplus for 2007
amounts 10,73 mil eu .
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a Sustainable Health System in Montenegro, for the period 2005-2007, providing
for restructuring of health system with a
view to improving primary health care,
along with more rational use of resources and increased efficiency at the se-

es with the Health Insurance Fund and
Public Health Institutions of Montenegro.
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
OF MONTENEGRO

low creation of new jobs primarily through financial support for self-employment in small businesses.
Projections of receipts and expenditures of the Agency budget in 2007 are
based on their execution in the first nine
months 2006; real growth of projected
GDP for 2007 and relative share of the
Employment Agency in projected public
expenditure for 2007.
Revenues of the Employment Agency of Montenegro in 2007 are projected
to the amount of 19,21 mil.eur, out of
which current revenues account for
12,64 mil.eur, while transfers from the
Republic Budget for employment of trainees and allowances for unemployed
persons account for 6,57 mil.eur.

cond and third level of health care,
which is in conformity with the Master
Plan- Development of Health Care System in Montenegro.
Receipts of the HIF for 2007 are projected to the amount of 115,92 mil. eur.
Income from health care contributions is
planned to the amount of 80,59 mil. eur.
Transfers from the Republic Budget for
health care of refugees and IDPs, unemployed persons and capital expenditures
are planned to the amount of 6,88 mil.
eur, while PIO Fund transfers for health
care of pensioners amount 27 mil eur.
Other revenues are planned to the amount of 1,45 mil. eur, including income
from co-payments by the insured and other revenues of the HIF institutions.

The Employment Agency of Montenegro, through various education programs, strives to improve the quality of
work force and reduce apparent structural disproportion between supply and
demand concerning certain jobs. At the
same time, the Agency contributes to reduction of number of unemployed persons, by implementing new development projects and programs, which al-

Expenditures of the Agency in 2007
are planned to the amount of 19,21
mil.eur, out of which current expenditures account for 7,83 mil.eur (gross earnings and other earnings, expenditures
for material, rent), social security transfers and redundancy funds account for
3,66 mil. eur, while transfers to institutions and individuals account for 6,67
mil. eur, capital expenditures account for
0,60 mil.eur and loans and credits for
self-employment account for 0,45
mil.eur.
LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT
Projections of receipts and expenditures of the municipal budgets for 2007
are based on budget spending execution
for the first nine months 2006 in 21 municipality of the Republic of Montene-

Total expenditures of HIF are projected to the amount of 115,92 mil. eur, out of
which salaries and personal earnings account for 54,96 mil.eur; social security
transfers account for 58,1 mil. eur and capital expenditures account for 2,86 mil.
eur. Expenditures for salaries and other
personal earnings are related to employe-
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gro; its relative share in projected GDP
for 2007; and fiscal impact of new legislation on local self-government, primarily
Personal Income Tax Act. Revenues of
the local self-government in 2007 are
planned to the amount of 93,7 mil. eur
out of which source revenues account
for 89,06 mil.eur, while transfers from the
Republic Budget account for 1,98 mil.
eur and privatization receipts account
for 2,66 mil.eur. Projected expenditures
in 2007 amount 89,71 mil.eur, out of
which current expenditures account for
56,4 mil. eur, capital expenditures account for 28,5 mil. eur, transfers to institutions - 3,15 and reserves account for
1,66 mil eur

COMPENSATION FUND
In order to ensure funds for compensation to former owners who are not
entitled to take back divested property
physically, the Government of the Republic of Montenegro established the
Compensation Fund. The Fund is a legal
entity which ensures funds for compensation to former owners with regard to
rights that were deprived in favour of national, state, social or co-operative ownership.
Revenues of the Fund resulting from
privatization in 2007 will depend on a
selling price of the property subject to
privatization and dynamic of the privatization process. Based on sale of restitution bonds at the securities market by
former owners and their further sale in
the privatization procedure, state Funds
obtained a right to claim compensation
from the Compensation Fund as new
holders of bonds to the amount of their
respective bond pursuant to the Law on
Restitution of Property Rights and Compensation. Thus, their liabilities to the
Fund will be reduced by the amount of
the said bonds of which they are holders.
Under the 2007 Budget Law, 0,5 mil
eur have been allocated to the Compensation Fund for current expenditures.
Deposits of the Compensation Fund
amounted about 14 mil eur on 16 October 2006.
By November 2006, the Fund recei-
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ved 259 executive decisions regarding restitution and compensation rights from Municipal Commission on Restitution and Compensation, amounting 47.602.734,16 eur total.

a) Plan of expected inflows and outflows from the account of
the Development Fund in 2007

Based on received valid decisions from municipal commissions, former holders were paid total 11.770,361.00 eur by the
Fund, out of which 2.046.073,00 eur in cash, and 9.724.288,00 eur
in bonds with 15 years maturity.
Expected liabilities of the Fund to former holders in 2007 will
amount 2.145.339,00 eur based on the decisions received. Funds
for payment of the above liabilities have been fully provided with
the Compensation Fund.

DEVELOPMENT FUND OF THE REPUBLIC
OF MONTENEGRO
Development Fund of the Republic of Montenegro was established for the purpose of stimulating economic growth, proprietary, production and financial restructuring of economy and development of capital market. Development Fund makes revenues through the sale of shares from its portfolio, collection of dividends form companies operating positively and from interests
on invested funds.
Business policy priorities of the Fund are as follows:
• Funding dynamic entrepreneurship (focusing on micro,
small and medium-sized enterprises) in accordance with the Government Policy and Economic Reform Agenda;
• Supporting export projects
• Supporting projects in the field of agricultural and food
production;
• Supporting projects in the field of tourism
• Taking full account of regional development of the Republic of Montenegro (advantage is given to projects related to development of northern part of the Republic)

b) Plan of expected income and expenses of the Development Fund in 2007

In co-operation with the European Agency for Reconstruction, the Fund will hire foreign experts in the forthcoming period, who will review the work and functioning of the Fund for the
purpose of its restructuring.
Development Fund of the Republic of Montenegro is economically self-sustainable, covering its current business expenses
(depreciation, material costs, wages and other expenses) by its
source revenues. Source revenues of the Fund are revenues from
interests and dividends.
Pursuant to the Law on Restitution of Property Rights and
Compensation (Official Gazette of RM, 21/04), the Fund is obliged to transfer 10% of its privatization receipts to the Restitution
Fund.
Large part of the privatization receipts, the Fund realizes in
bonds, which may not be directly used as a support for development projects.
MID-TERM FRAMEWORK OF PUBLIC SPENDING IN MONTENEGRO FOR THE PERIOD 2007-2009
Table below shows a mid-term framework of public spending

for 2007-2009:
Projections of the mid-term framework of the public spending for 2007-2009 indicate growth of real GDP, stabile and low
inflation rate and reduction of total public debt. Projections have
been harmonized with projections made by the International
Monetary Fund and are in accordance with Economic Reform
Agenda of Montenegro. Economic reforms in the period 20072009 are aimed at reduction of public spending share in GDP, reduction of tax burdens on citizens and economy and increase in
GDP and employment.
Fiscal reforms include reform of tax system by reducing tax
rates, whereby overall economic ambient will become more attractive for foreign investments and private entrepreneurship
(for example, reduction of personal income tax rate and setting
the upper limit for amount of local municipal taxes).
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Stanko Jeknić

Another important element for implementation of further reforms is a restrictive budget policy and further decrease in public spending share to the level
of 36,97 % of GDP-a in 2009( current
consolidated spending – Capital budget
excluded). Controlled increase in wages
fund with relative decrease of its share in
GDP is a main prerequisite for implementation of a stabile concept of public
expenditure financing.
Reduction of total public debt share
in GDP is the most important goal in the
mid-term framework. Such reduction
should include foreign and domestic
debt of the Republic Budget, local selfgovernments, extra-budgetary funds and
all companies in which the state is major
shareholder, at the Republic and local level.
Another priority is reduction of total
debt below 30 % of GDP, which will, according to projections, take place in 2010
once the reforms are implemented.
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